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Barth to confer with the
Friday morning. last night committed suicide by.held in the chamber of the house of not 8 Part of the system already, the floor to protest against the
men and by them toHorace representatives
house on Senate bill No. 9, which querque
Atter oeoate, discussion, the ap shooting.
renresentatives Mnndav a firrnnnn mapped out and under construction annoying course of the misguided
R. Stevens, a real estate dealer of El
a
of
carries $7,500 for the expenses of Pao.
committee'
and a Despondency resu'ting from long Music by a volunteer choir from the under the direction of the state
A simi'ar resolution
pointment
has
the
for
incidentals
with
eovernor
conference
and
the
at
with tuberculosis of the'various churches of the city
printing
Others
would compel tlie'een drafted with reference to the
r.
suffering
was
to
The
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shipped
session. This bill has pursued
a Melvin T. Dunlavv of this Attorney
uc
has
which
was
the
commented
of
cause of the deed.
certain counties to
Mexican,
throat,
iing patriotic hymns was a feature of People
citv. re- - 1
tortuous course, owing to the fact
William leaves a wife and infant "16 program. Rev. G. W. Stroud, mandatory taxes for the building of ith gross impropriety upon the
the Armour family, and ernor should be delivered to gov
that members of the senate led by presenting
his
roans
wnen
oetween tne nouse oi
ot
namasitons
it
an
'certain
is doubtul it
Koosevelt county pronounced
Mr. Clark have been standing pat is another link in the chain of evid secretary, Miss Olsen, in the gov- daughter. He was 42 vears of age,
roads in question would be the representatives and the governor
Few men in the mountain country invocation. Mr. Stroud is a member i,he
on the amount to be spent, while the ence to prove that the man who ernor's office in the capitol buildchoice of the people if they voted, The papers probably thought they
the Oldsmobile "S" car was ing, instead of to the adviser.
were better known or more cordial- of the house
house wanted it made more elastic, owned
President Lindsey of the senate on them. In alt such cases the bills, were beneath the notice of the law
indeed Clyde Armour.
his
and
scatare
friends
liked,
ly
145
House
Bill
recommended'
the
oassed
having originally
having duly
presided, assisted by Speaker Lle- will run against the sharpened axe makers, but they are finding that
car was sold to Mr. Stevens
branches of the legislature and tered all over the state.
expenditure of $9,500. The house forlhe
wellyn of the house. Former Gov- of the committees, it is asserted. they run counter to public sentiment
The Aetna Insurance com- (both
$7S0.
amended the Senate Bill leaving an
one of tne first to have duly receivin
On the' other hand roads that fall w,,cntv'cr they indulge
their
ernor L. Bradford Prince delivered
pany has insured the car against ed the votes of both branches, and
Land Sal.
Stat
opening by which the amount could theft
an
address
life and char- in with the comprehensive state p'an, wonted pastimes of smirching public
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and
it
was
statthis
company,
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almost
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accordingly
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land
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records,
are
facts
state
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roads
that
needed
to
Lincoln.
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acter
His
of
disregarding
remarks were
ed, will have the car put in first between the house and Governor sold in
the house committee to order more class
Ga'lup Wednesday by Fred freighted with interest to the nronlr wanted by the majority of the Deo-i5public men.
condition
and
returned
the
to
De Baca, was sent to the governor. Muller of the state land office. The of New Mexico
supplies at its discretion without Armour
county, and that are
embracing
among P,e f any given
family.
The bill was sent to the governor for purchasers were R. J. .Rucker A. B. many
consulting the senate committee. A
be Pa,'d for by a county levy will
A -and patriotic argu-i- "
BiuUms.
pointed
reach-ed.
will
his
be
consideration
the chief clerk McGaffey and Louis Kanzlaris. Mr. ments a plea for harmony and .fare well at the hands of the
compromise
probably
by
Thomas
the new
J.
Cole,
Carry ta Hav Farm Afaat.
of the house by
stencommittees.
McGaffey, who was accompanied by
young lady
esteem among the races of.
t of the peace for this precinct justice
turned
Louis Bennet of Albuquerque, pur- the compound
Up to this time the state officers Carry County is going to htve
ographer.
this
of
population
over
to
the
the. sum of
clerk
city
re still unpaid. The senate finance county demonstration agent This Arriving at the sanitarium at 9:45, chased the larger part of the land state. Mr. Prince stated that- the Mills
a
305. on Thursday morninv.
Loan
Federal
Krin
organized
was decided last week at a special the young lady was informed that it at sale It is mostly mountain land Anglo-Saxo- n
committee has been looking for
has much courtesy Association during the past week fines collected just three days work,
fumt that could be safely tapped for meeting of the county commission, would be impossible to see the gov- and is valuable for agricultural pur- and
and
calm
to learn from which means more prosperity is) that: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
poise
this pvrpose, and at one time were ern
ernor, on official business or other- - poses. Gallup Herald.
the
and that the section.
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BRITISH HOLD

FREE U.S.SAILORS

GERMAN PARLEY

TEXT OF WILSON NOTE

REFUSED BY I). S.

SOMME LINES

REFU8ING TO "TALK OVER"
SIS IN UNDERSEA WAR.

CRI-

LATE

MARKET
,

INQUIRY
NARY

8ENT BERLIN
TO

PRELIMI-

ULTIMATUM

LESS 72 SEAMEN

ENGLISH TROOPS CARRY OUT
SUCCESSFUL RAIDS IN THE
REGION OF YPRE8.

UN-

RELEASED.

Prealdent Declarea Germany Must
Pledges Given in Reply to
His Ultimatum In Sussex Case.

AS PROTECTION AGAIN8T 8UBMA
RINES. U. 8. MAY ARM ALL

Ob-ser-

MERCHANT SHIP8.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

VON BERNSTORFF SAILS
ENVOY'S

MANY MINOR

IS HOPE
FOR RESTORATION OF INTERLAST

NATIONAL

WORD

DETAIN

BATTLES

Western Newspaper Vnl'tn New Borvlce.
Washington. An inquiry concerning the re detention by Germany

SAY8 ZIMMERMANN.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Wostprn Newnpnper Union News Service.

of the seventy two American
brought in by the prize ship Yarrow-dalwhs dispatched to Ilerlin Tuesday by the United States, preliminary
to more vigorous action if the men are
not promptly released.
The plight of these Bailors occupied
Who Has Just Left Germany.
much of the time ut the Cabinet meet
to
over
the
crisis
ing given
growiim
out of (iermnny's submarine warfare
It was agreed that their liberty again PROTEST
should be demanded, in must empliat
ic fashion. Pending complete reports
WAR BLOCKING
ns to the treatment of German crews AGAINST
DUTCH COMMERCE.
on
ships In the Philippines
Hawaii and elsewhere, however, the
government will content Itself with The
Hague White Paper Announces
the inquiry as to why the Americans
Determination to Assert Rights to
are held and under what condition
Freedom of the Ocean.
Secretary of State Lansing is preto
be
an
ultimatum
dispatched
paring
to Berlin unless those prisoners are
The Hague. An official white paspeedily released.
per issued here gives the text of the
Austro Hungarian and German notifi-:atioBerlin It is absolutely denied here
respecting the danger zones esthat Gurmany, in a note to the United tablished
in tile submarine blockade
States or through other mediums, is and identic protests by the Dutch govInviting suggestions for the avoid- ernment dated Feb. 7. The Dutch
ance of actual war. It Is reiterated note
points out that the zone prothat the imperial government Is not claimed as dangerous in the Mediterpermitting doubts in any quarter re ranean completely bars passage begardlng the position actively assumed tween Port Said and the channel from
In the submarlno warfare and that Gibraltar to
Greece, so that the
there can be no talk or thought of reroute, which is essential and of
cession from the program already be importance to the commerce of Holing carried out. In view of this, It Is land as a colonial power, is cut off
declared in authoritative circles that
The Dutch government recalls its
any further parley or exchange of earlier protests against the British
notes with the United States may be and German measures
relating to the
dismissed as unwarranted and Im proclamation of war zones in the
probable. The origin of the report is North sea, and continues:
ascribed to the recent announcement
"Willi all the more reason the govthrough the Swiss government that ernment is obliged to object with exGermany was willing to negotiate re treme energy against the regime now
specting the amended treaty of 1799. announced, which not only applies to
much vaster areas but also acts on
Washington. In a farewell state neutral ships, whatever their cargo or
ment before leaving Tuesday night destination, and without discriminatfor New York to sail for home, Count ing ns to whether their presence in
von Bernstorff expressed the hope said zones is voluntary or not."
that war between the United States
It is further pointed out that even
and Germany might be averted, and had Germany qualified the new measfriendly relations soon might be re ure as a blockade, the merciless de
established. The former German am struction of neutral ships would be
bassador said to a group of newspa- contrary to International law, which
per correspondents, gathered at his only permits the confiscation and not
house:
the destruction of blockade runners.
"In leaving the United States after
"Germany," continues the note,
a stay of eight years, I wish to ex- "does not use the term blockade and
tend to my many personal friends my rightly so, because it cannot be apheartfelt thanks for the great kind- plied to such vast areas and because,
ness and cordial hospitality they have according to the rules of international
shown me. Countess von Bernstorff law, It can only be directed against
joins me in this expression of our traffic with hostile ports, and in no
deepest personal gratitude I hope wise against direct navigation be
that war may be averted and that old tween two neutral countries.
'Now, the German warships are or
friendly relations between the United
States and Germany may soon be re- dered to destroy ships irrespective of
stored."
their trafficking with enemy ports or
The former ambassador with his between neutral ports.
wife and his suite left Washington in
'Faithful to the principle which has
a special train placed at their dis- always been observed in this war, the
posal by the State Department and queen's government can only see in
guarded by United States secret ser- such destruction of neutral ships vio
vice men.
lation of the rights of nations, to say
nothing of attack upon the laws ot
Amsterdam. According to a dis- humanity, if this happened regardless
patch from Vienna, Kaiser Wilhelm of the security of the persons aboard.
has arrived there for a conference
"The responsibility of the eventual
with Emperor Charles.
destruction of Dutch ships and the
loss of life will fall on the German
HOUSE GIVES NAVY $369,000,000.
government and all the more heavily
in the foreseeable event of Dutch
Appropriation Bill Passed by Vote of ships being forced to enter the danto
23.
353
ger zone by constraint of adversary
Washington. Carrying a total of warships exercising the right of
$369,000,000 the largest appropriation
search."
for naval defense in the history of
the country the navy bill passed the
at Mazie Colbert Killing.
House by a vote of 353 to 23. Amend- Says Helped
Captain of Detec
Philadelphia.
ments carried authorize the President
teleto commandeer private shipyards and tives Tate said he had received a
of Montreal,
munition plants "if a national emer- gram from the police
that a man named Frederick
gency arises prior to March 1, 1918"; Canada,
25 years old, serving in
J.
Ferrell,
for
the
and provides $1,000,000
purmedical
corps, had surrenthe
army
of
basic aeroplane patents.
chase
in
that
himself
dered
city, declaring
The bill authorizes construction of
he was wanted in connection with the
three battleships for a total of
adverone battle cruiser at $26,694,-496- ; murder of Mazie Colbert, the
slain in her apartthree scout cruisers for a total tising art model
29.
Ferrell declared he
of $20,238,435; fifteen destroyers for ments Dec.
W. Lewis of Pitts
a total of $26,229,180; one destroyer was with Bernard
Pa., when the girl was killed
tender at $2,808,929; one submarine burg,assisted
Lewis in putting her In
tender at $2,217,504, and eighteen and
coast submarines at a total of $25, bed.
e

JYJOLLAND

war-boun-

Russians near Volhynia beat off
German attack made under cover of
snowstorm. Teutons cross Dnelster on
Ice to attack and are hurled back.
s
Italians
lines which
pierced east of Gorlzia. Berlin
announces repulse of British attack
along Ancre river in France.
Aus-trian-

London.
German, attacks against
the new British position east of
on the Somme front, were
unsuccessful according to the official
statement from British headquarters
in France, issued by the war office.
British troops have carried out successful raids in the region of Ypres.
The Brilish offensive south of Kut-e- j
Amara was resumed successfully on
Friday, says an official statement on
the campaign in Mesopotamia. Under
cover of a heavy bombardment a portion of the new Turkish front line,
west of the Hal river, was secured,
and consolidated In the face of two
counter attacks and two bombing attacks. Further westward, the state
ment adds, Turkish trenches were
penetrated, and by successful bomb
ing work were secured and consoli
dated along a front of 1,200 yards.
German artillery halted a French
nt tempt to attack Hill 304, and a
minor attack by the French on Pepper
ridge north of Verdun was repulsed.
Artillery activity increased at sev
eral points on the Franco - Belgian
fronts. Numerous aeroplane raids are
reported behind the French and German lines.
British troops captured German
trenches on a front of more than
three quarters of a milo on the Somme
line, constituting what is characterized as a "strong system" lying north
Sailly-Saillise-

of

Beaumont-Hamel-

AMERICANS

WILL RELEASE YARROWDALE'S
CREW WHEN TEUTONS ARE

ARTILLERY ENGAGEMENTS BEGIN
ON WESTERN RUSSIAN AND
MACEDONIAN FRONTS.

FRIENDSHIP.

72

.

London. The British troops have
on the Somme
captured
fron In Franc , according to an official communication.
Sailly-Saillise-

Washington. The State Department
Monday made public a memorandum
presented by Dr. Paul Hitter, the
Swiss minister acting for Germany,
proposing a discussion with the Unit
ed States over the new submarine
campaign. Germany proposes to negotiate for the safety of American ship
ping, provided the "commercial block
ade" of England is not interfered
with. The American government has
replied that it cannot enter negotiations unless Germany restores the Susor sex pledges and withdraws proclama
The honor and distinction of being tion of unrestricted submarine war
the only woman mayor of a city In the fare.
United States belongs to Mrs. E. E.
Administration offiWashington.
Starcher, who has been elected to that
office at Umatilla, Ore. And what Is cials began Monday to share the im
more, she defeated her husband, who patience of shipping men over forced
also was running for the office.
detention of American vessels In home
ports because of Germany's
war. This feeling appeared likely to
'NATION IS FACING WAR' hasten the solution of the question of
armament for merchantmen. The solu
tion will probably be direct or Indirect
TAFT Issuance by the Navy Dejartment of
DECLARES
guns to merchant ships desiring them.
IN NEW YORK ADDRESS.
London. The American Commission
Favors Training Every Man to Be a for relief in Belgium has been officialSoldier Against the Time When
ly notified by the German authorities
that the Americans will withdraw
He May Be Needed.
from participation in the relief work
in Belgium and northern France. ThlB
New York. The question whether
step was taken In reply to an order
the United States Bhould follow the from the German authorities that
policy of Washington and keep out of Americans must withdraw from the
entangling alliances must be settled, provinces of Belgium and northern
William II. Taft told hardware men In France, leaving only a few of their
convention here, by comparing our po- representatives,
headed by Brand
sition then and our world relations Whitlock, American minister to Bel
then with our position now and our gium, in Brussels.
world relations as they are now.
Berlin. Foreign Secretary Zimmer-manOwning the Hawaiian islands and
the Philippines makes this country
Monday informed the Associ"an Asiatic power;;'" guarantee of the ated Press that he had requested the
integrity of Panama and ownership of Swiss government to make inquiry in
the Danish West Indies and Porto Washington regarding the status of
Rico, "a South American power," the the crewB of interned German ships in
former President declared. He added American ports.
that 'impending events make of the
Pending an answer the seventy-twhighest importance our world rela- Americans taken by the German raidtions" and the country has obligations er and brought In by the Yarrowdale,
making it a world power which it can- whose release had been agreed to, are
not Ignore.
being held In Germany, the foreign
In alluding to the Japanese question secretary stated.
Mr. Taft said: "On the Pacific coast
During the last week recurring ruwe have three great states, California, mors have reached Berlin by way of
Oregon and Washington. They wab- London, in which it was announced
bled some in the last election, but that the United States government
they are still entitled to our protec had sequestered the German ships and
interned their crews.
tion."
"In regard to the Yarrowdale prisMr. Taft asserted he had been told
by a Japanese statesman that it the oners," the foreign secretary stated,
Japanese were treated in America as "these men had been taken off armed
and their status had
the Chinese were, the Japanese gov- merchantmen
ernment, although desiring peace, been established. They will be liber
would not be able to restrain its peo- ated just as soon as we learn the fate
of the German crews in American
ple.
'We are facing war now," Mr. Taft ports."
The release of the Yarrowdale prisadded. "I believe the only policy we oners
was agreed to with Ambassador
can pursue is to have it understood
Gerard on the eve of the break in remanto
comes
who
that every male
but the poFsibility of the Gerhood shall spend a certain
time in lations,
man crews being interned in the Unittraining to be a soldier, against the ed States
prompted the admiralty to
time when he may be needed. Call it
rescind the orders liberating the
anything you like military training, Americans held with the rest of the
conscription or what not but it is Yarrowdale
prisoners.
necessary."
It is pointed out here that this epiWhile Germany, if unimpeded, could sode is a further illustration of the
land 500,000 men here within six menace growing out of the lack of faweeks, the speaker said, that could cilities of free intercommunication
not be done "if we had the biggest by both countries.
navy."
Herr Zimmermann reaffirmed his
Mr. Taft supported President Wil- previous statement that the Amerison's declaration that in another great cans now in Germany will be permitwar America could not remain neu ted to move about unmolested and be
tral. "If we don't have a league for perfectly free to leave the country
peace we will have two leagues, both whenever they desire, even if the
break threatens to reach the ultimate
ready for war," he declared.
stage.
Arrest U. 8. Trooper for Assault.
Buenos Aires. Brazil Intends to
Douglas, Ariz. Leon Watson, pri sever relations with Germany, followvate, troop L, Tenth cavalry (negro),
ing the example of Jhe United States,
waived preliminary hearing on the unless
Berlin guarantees there will be
with
an
of
assault
charge
committing
no
inflicted on Brazilian ves
intent to commit murder on Mrs. sels damage
or Brazilian interests, according
Belle Myers, her son Carl, 10; daugh- to a Rio de Janeiro
dispatch.
ter, Carrie, 7, and attempted criminal
assault on Bonnie Eldredge, 14, at
In New York.
Below
Zero
Forty
Moore's Spur, 22 miles east of Dougwas forty deY.
N.
It
Saratoga,
His bond was
las, late Saturday.
fixed at $4,000 and he was taken to grees below zero in many places in
this vicinity Monday morning, the
jail at Tombstone.
coldest of the winter.
n
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"STILL CHANCE

FOR PEACE.'

Secretary Lansing In Ad- dress at Washington.
Washington.
Secretary Lansing,
speaking at a banquet of Amherst
alumni Saturday night, said that although the United States undeniably
was near the verge of war "there always is the hope that our country may
be spared the terrible calamity of being forced into the conflict. It is a
time," he said, "of anxiety for us all;
a time of heavy responsibility for
some of us. We are looking forward
into the uncertainties of the future,
and we are striving to read what it
holds in store for us and for our country. We can hardly close our eyes to
the fact that we are standing near to
the verge of the war which for two
and a half years wasted the great empires of Europe and brought untold
woes to mankind. ' "Ominous though
the situation may seem, there always
is the hope that our country may be
spared the terrible calamity of being
forced into the conflict. It is now, as
it has been from the beginning, the
wish and endeavor of this government
to remain at peace with all the world
if it can do so with honor."
Declares

Would Unlock Public Oil Lands.
Lane ad
Washington. Secretary
dressed a letter to Chairman Myers
of the Senate public lands committee
suggest!- - g legislation to enable the
government to unlock resources of
petroleum and potash now confined ou
lands withdrawn from public entry,
some 6,000,000 acres of oil lands, the
secretary said, are in such status that
no wells can be bored upon them and
only private lands are producing. The
largest deposit of potash, fundamental
in making explosives, ariso is with
drawn,

U. 8. Refugee Camp Breaking Up.
Columbus, N. M., Feb. 9. The ref
ugee camp here is slowly breaking up.
The Mormon refugees have gone to
Deming, N. M., to found a colony; the
813,674.
Mexicans are finding work on railCarranza Names Ambassador.
Netherland Loan
Illinois Senate Votes "Dry."
McKlnley Association Formed.
Bonillas, one roads and ranches of the Southwest,
Ignacio
Washington.
proThe
be
will
sent
Chinese
Hague. The new 850,000,000
Springfield, 111. The state-widon
and
the
probably
Washington. A bill to incorporate
of Gen. Carranza's representatives
hibition bill passed the Senate by a the
McKlnley Birthplace
joint commis- in bond to Juarez. Less than 1,000 war loan of The Netherlands has been the National
vote of 31 to 18. It has not been voted
to the extent of
Memorial Association was introduced
sion, has been named ambassador of the 3,000 refugees are expected to
on in the House.
be in camp by the end of the week.
by Senator Harding.
from Mexico to the United States.
Mexicans Raid U. S. Ranch.
Food Cost Probe Ordered.
El PaBO, Tex. Armed Mexicans, be- Pensions for Soldiers
25,000 Villlstaa to Attack Juarez.
Mooney Convicted In Bomb Case.
lieved to have been 'Villa followers,
San Francisco. Thomas J. Mooney,
New York. Gen. Francisco Villa,
Mexico City. An order has been IsWashington. At the direction of
crossed the border sixty miles south- sued by the Department of the Treas- President Wilson the federal trade with a force of 25,000 men, supported labor agitator, was convicted ot murwest of Hachita, N. M., and took pris- ury
payment of the commission and the Department of by 30 cannon of 65 and 75 millimeters der in the first degree by a Jury In
oner three Mormons, a number of pensions to soldiers of the former Agriculture will begin investigation In each and 75 machine guns, is occupy- the Superior Court here for a bomb
Mexican ranch bands and livestock, army, the pensions they received from to the causes of advancing food prices ing territory vacated by the forces of explosion costing ten lives during a
according to a telegram received here the government prior to Feb. 18, 1913, in the United States, with special Gen. Pershing, and gradually advanc- preparedness
day parade, July 22,
from Hachita by an American cattle- the dale on which Huerta seized the reference to alleged violations of the ing northward toward Juarez, accord- 1916.
man. The message was received from government.
t
acts. An emergency appro- ing to an official communication reBob Morehead, foreman of the Alamo
War.
Spain Condemns
priation will be asked of Congress for ceived by John J. Hawes, Villa's rep"Corner
Hueco ranch, saying the
the Inquiry. The trade commission resentative In New York, from Hipo-lit- o
Madrid (Via Paris). The Spanish
Wisconsin Guard Goes Home.
ranch," which is on the American side
Villa, brother of the leader, who government's reply to Germany's subSan Antonio, Tex. The Second announced that it bad held a conferof the line, was raided by armed Mex- Wisconsin infantry left here for Fort ence to work out preliminary plans is making his headquarters in San An- marine war cone note la a firm and
ican!.
tonio.
for the Investigation.
Sheridan to be mustered out.
dignified protest against it
e

Mexican-America-

d

anti-trus-

.

Gerard and Wife at Pari.
Silver Highest Since War Began.
Paris, Feb. 14. James W. Gerard,
York. Bar silver Friday sold
former American ambassador to Ger- at New
cents an ounce, the highest
77
are
Gerard
Mrs.
and
expected
many,
since the outbreak of the
to arrive In Paris Thursday. They quotation
war. Dealers were of the opinion
Graves
of
William
be
will
guests
ambassador
to that the price of the metal would go
American
Sharp,
considerably higher.
France, and Mrs. Sharp.
Pour Frozen to Death in Montana.
Grace Periods for Neutral 8hlpa End.
Amsterdam. All periods for grace
Vananda, Mont. While endeavoring
for neutral ships entering the tones to reach home during the recent billannounced at prohibited by Germany iard Mrs. C. W. McConnell and three
bare now expired, according to a Bar children were frosen to death. The
Ua official statement.
bodies were recovered.
.

France May Call Out 1918 Class.
Women Killed In Arms Plant Blast
Paris. Alexander Rlbot, minister of Amsterdam. According to Lea
s
finance. Introduced a bill In the Chamot Maastricht, Holland, a dynaber of Deputies empowering the gov mite factory at Schlebusch, near Coeminent to call np the 1918 class.
logne, was blown up on Jan. 27, causof 200 persona, mostly
Ambassador Fletcher Goes to Mexico. ing the death
women.
P.
Fletcher
Washington. Henry
left here for Ifexloo to present hit
Supplies Ordered for Army.
credentials as American ambassador.

Americans Reach New York.
New York. Twenty-twAmerican
horsemen, survivors of the Italian
steamship Palermo, sunk In the Mediterranean by a German submarine,
In December, arrived here on the
Spanish steamship C. Lopes jr Lopei
from Barcelona.

Washington, Feb. 14. The President's reply to the German request
for an exchange ot views follows:
"In view of the appearance In the
newspapers of Feb. 11 ot a report that
Germany was initiating negotiations
with the United States in regard to
submarine warfare, 'the Department ot
State makes the following statement:
"A suggestion was made orally to
the Department ot State late Saturday afternoon by the minister of
Switzerland that the German govern
ment is willing to negotiate with the
United States, provided that the commercial blockade against England
would not be interfered with.
"At the request of the secretary ot
state this suggestion was made in
writing and presented to him by the
Swiss minister Sunday night.
"This memorandum was .given immediate consideration and the following reply was dispatched Monday:
" 'My Dear Mr. Minister I am requested by the President to say to
you, on acknowledging the memorandum which you were kind enough to
send to me on the 11th inst., that the
government of the United States
would gladly discuss with the German
government any questions it might
propose tor discussion were it to withdraw its proposition of the 31st of
January, in which, euddenly, and
without previous intimation of any
kind, it cancelled the assurances
which it had given thiB government
on the 4th ot May last; but that it
does not feel that It can enter into
any discussion with the German government concerning the policy ot subneutrals
marine
warfare
against
which it is now pursuing unless and
until the German government renews its assurances of. the 4th of May
and acts upon the assurance.'
'No other interchange on this sub
ject has take- - place between this gov
ernment and any other government or
person."
NATION

HONORS LINCOLN.

Birthday of Emancipator Observed at
National Capital With Ceremonies.
Washington, The National Capital
celebration
joined in the nation-widof Abraham Lincoln's btirhday anniversary. Appropriate exercises were
held In Congress, the public schools
In the
and at patriotic gatherings.
House the program included the reading of the Gettysburg address by Representative Russell and addresses on
Lincoln's achievements by Representatives Chlperfleld and Dill.
A feature of the celebration was
that arranged by various patriotic societies, at which former Speaker Can
non spoke on "Reminiscences of Lincoln." He is said to be the only man
now in Congress who had an intimate
acquaintance with Lincoln.
e

QUOTATIONS

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

DENVER MARKET8.
Cattle.
Steers (pulp fed), good
choice
Steers (pulp ted), fair
good
Steers (hay fed), good
choice
Steers (hay fed), fair
good
Heifers, prime
Cows (pulp fed), good
choice
Cows (pulp ted), fair
good

Cowsihay fed), good

Cows (hay fed), fair
Cows, canners
Veal calves
Bulls

to

I9.0010.60
to
9.00

8.00

to
to

9.0010.15
7.76
7.50

9.00
8.25

7.25

7.75

to
to

....

7.28

6.50

7.007.60

7.00

6.25

4.605.75
9.5011.00

7.00

6.50

Feeders and stockers, good
8 25
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair
7.25
to good
Feeders and stockers, com6.25
mon to fair
Hoflt.
Good hogs

Wethers
Yearlings
Lambs
Ewes

Sheep.

9.50
8.25
7.25

11.3511.50
10.5011.00
12.0012.50
13.50(0-14.1-

9.6010.25

HAY AND GRAIN MAR KET.
F. O. B., Denver, Carload Price.
Hay.
Buying Prices.
Colorado, upland, per ton. $15 0016.00
Nebraska upland, per ton. 12 ,0013.00
Second bottom, Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton. 12 .0013.00
17. 0018.00
Timothy, per ton
12. 0013.00
Alfalfa, per ton
South Park, choice, per
17..0018.00
ton
San Luis Valley, per ton. . 14. 0015.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton. 16. 0017.00
6.00
4 00
Straw, per ton

Grain.
Wheat, ch. mill, 100 lbs., buying. $2.57
100 lbs., buying. 1.85
bulk.
Colo.,
Rye,
Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying.. 1.85
1.85
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
2.00
Corn choD. sack, selling
1.97
In
Corn
sack, selling
Bran, Colorado, per 100 lbs.,
1.70
selling
Flour.
Hungarian Patent

$4.10

Dressed Poultry.
Less 10 Per Cent Commission,
26
Turkeys, fancy D. P
20
22
Turkeys, old toms
18
17
Turkeys, choice
20
Hens, fancy
20
Springs, lb
20
16
D)icks, young
16
Geese
10
Roosters
Live Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
are net F. O. B. Denver:
16
Hens, 6 lbs. and over, lb.. .
15
Hens, under 6 lbs., lb
18
Springs, lb
10
Stags, lb
06
Roosters
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over.... 20
15
16
(g
Ducks, young
16
15
Geese

Eggs.
Springfield, III. The anniversary of
the birth ot Abraham Lincoln was Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F. O. B.
39
Denver
celebrated in his former home here
graded No. 2 net, F. O. B
with many memorial services and an- Eggs,
30
Denver
niversary programs. Members of the Eggs, case count, misc. cases,
G. A. R Sons of Veterans and Spanless commission
11.0011.50
ish War Veterans held services at the
Butter.
Lincoln tomb.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.. 3
313t
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
Ambassador Gerard Reaches Berne.
Process
8032
Berne, Switzerland. American Am Packing stock
25
bassador Gerard expects to sail for
the United States Feb. 24 from BarFruit
celona, Spain. On his arrival here Apples, Colo., fancy, box... $1.0003.00
to
said
be
Colo.,
winter, box... 2.50 3.00
Pears,
expected
Monday, Gerard
remain in Berne several days before
Vegetables.
departing for. Spain.
Beett, cwt
$2.763.00
2.75 3.00
Carrots, cwt
MEXICO ASKS AN EMBARGO.
10
.12
Cauliflower, lb
h.
Pascal,
gr., doz.. .35 .60
Carranza Agent Delivers Memorial to Celery,
25
.40
doz
Onions, table,
Neutral Nations.
6.00 8. 00
Onions, cwt
8.50 4.00
Washington. Suspicion that Ger Potatoes, cwt
man agents are prompting activities
In Mexico which might develop into
MISCELLANEOUS MARKET8.
flank move against the United
Prices for Metals.
Involved
this
becomes
if
nation
States
Bar silver 77Uc
in war with Germany was increased
Lead, New York 88.00.
Monday. The Mexican government's
Copper I30.12V4.
representative, R. P. de Negri, delivSpelter, St Louis $10.16.
ered to Secretary of State Lansing a
memorial to the neutral nations of the
nmilrlnr. ftalo. Tunesten onnaiw
world by General Carranza, proposing
mediation between the European bel- trates, 60 per cent $17.00 per unit;
$15.00; 26 per
ligerents and, if this fails, an embargo crude ores, 60 per cent
$9.40 12.00; 10 per cent $8.70
by all neutrals ot the export of war cent,
10.00
per unit
munitions and food.- - Carranza otters
the plan as a means of starving the
Butter, Eggs and Poultry.
belligerents Into peace.
Butter
Chicago.
Inasmuch as such an embargo
Creamery, 33
would aid Germany and injure the al
44c; ordinary firsts.
lies and, as Germany once urged the
United States to Impose such an em- 42 43c; at mark, cases Included, 40
44c.
bargo, the action of Carranza aroused
Potatoes Wisconsin white, $2.00
the suspicion that he has yielded to
2.26;
Michigan white, $2.162.25;
German Influence.
Idaho, Washington and Oregon white,
It was suggested that Carranza may $2.25 2.35.
contemplate shutting off the supply ot
Poultry Fowls, 21c; springs, 22c;
Mexican oil to the British warship.
turkeys, 23c.
Eggs-r-Flrit- s,

French Raid Verdun Trenches.

Chicago Live 8tock Quotations.

Paris. The war office reports that " Chicago.
Bulk, $12,100
Hogs
two successful raids were made, one $12.30;
mixed.
light $11.6512.20;
on the Verdun front In the neighborheavy, $11.8012.35;
$11.8012.36;
hood of Hill 304 and the other In the
rough, $11.8012.00; pigs, $9.70
Argonne. Patrols were active in the 10.86.
and
Argonne.
Champagne
Cattle Native beef cattle, $7,900
1125; Western steers, $7.9010.30;
Eighty-NinVessels Destroyed.
stockers and feeders,
$6.109.35;
London. The total number of ves cows and
heifers, $5.1S10.60; calves,
since unrestricted
sels destroyed
warfare began Is said to be $10.2614.M.
Wethers,
$10.5011.76;
Sheep
were
eighty-nine- ,
of which twenty-onewes, $8.0011.25; lambs, $12,000
neutral ships.
14.(0.
e

e

Japan Approves Attitude of China.
Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
Toklo. Viscount Motono, Japan est
No. I red,
Wheat
Chicago.
conminister of foreign affairs, at a
$1.71.
ference with the Chinese minister, apCorn No. S yellow, $101)401.0214;
proved the attitude of China toward No. 4 yellow, 98c1.00.
Oats No. t white, 64Vi65c; stanGermany as It has been expressed In
China's reply to the German note on dard, 64 K 56c.
Close Ford Peace Bureau March 1.
Rye No. , $1.12.
unrestricted submarine warfare. The
Barley' $1.0001.28.
Immediate purchase
Detroit, Mich. Henry Ford's private approval. It is said, was on the ground
Washington.
25,000 Mn Sought for U. 8. Navy. ot reserve quartermasters' supplies secretary confirmed the dispatch from that the position taken by China
Timothy $3.8006.60.
Clover $13.00 017.60.
Washington. Navy recruiting agents for the army np to the limits of avail- London that the Ford peace bureau at would aid in uprooting German InfluPork $29.60.
,.
have been instructed Immediately to able appropriations was ordered by The Hague would be closed on ence In the Far East and be ot benefit
Lard $16.22.
March L
enlist 26,000 additional men.
Secretary Baker.
to the entente. Ribs $16J0U.U. Nou-velle-

o

war department has decided and an
PUT CHAINS ON YOUR TIRES
nounced that the appointment to vol'
unteer commissions will be made
from those classes of our citizens who
Duty That Driver of Automobile Owes
to His Fellow Motorists and to
have had such experience, and that
the Pedestrian.
from
BED
those
classes
selections
the
will
MAY
WHICH
BE
BY
CARRIED
ARMY be made in the
OF
following order :
TOURING AUTOIST.
Whenever the streets of New York
(A) Persons who have had expert'
ence as commissioned officers in the
city are wet or sprinkled with snow a
Enclosed Within Tent, It Provides large number ot accidents occur which
War College Heads Prepare for regular army of the United States and
are due solely to skidding automobiles.
of volunteers of proved ex (By- E. O. SKLI.KK8. Acting Director of
Complete Shelter From Wind and
Traffic policemen, street sweepers and
Sunday School Courge of Moody Bible
perience and efficiency.
Handling of Great VoIs Easily Carried
and
Rain,
Institute.)
members of the fire department are In
officers of fOopyrlirht, 1017. Wtirn Newipiper TTnlon
(B)
lunteer Force.
on the Machine.
experience in the regular army.
jured in numbers that would surprise
the public. The automobile skids on
(C) Persons who have had experi
LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 18
The delightful Independence of tour- a slippery pavement because the difouicers in ine minua.
RAPID
TRAINING
PROPOSED ence as Persons
ing in an automobile cun be Improved ferential does not work perfectly and
who have qualified
(D)
JESUS HEALS NOBLEMAN'S SON upon by means of an automobile-bed- .
nobody has been able to overcome
according to law under prescribed ex
Wherever nightfall overtakes the trav- this Weak spot In Its construction.
. Special Attention Given to Selection of aminations to test their fitness to
LESSON TEXT John
eler, he can make up his own cot and
The only practical way to guard
command and control men in the field.
GOLDEN TEXT-- At
Officer
thou hart believ
Qualified by Expert,
sleep in his own tent, completely against skidding Is to put chains on
Inof
educational
Graduates
be It done unto thee. Matt. 8:13.
(E)
10
ed,
Men
ence to Lead
from wind and rain and with the wheels. These chains have been
stitutions of military standing to
This event occurred a few days aft sheltered
no expense for a hotel room.
Properly.
In use for many years and have been
which regular army officers are de- er that of last
It
lesson.
Sunday's
The metal frame of the bed Is Joint- perfected to such a degree that they
tailed as professors of military science was Jesus' second miracle In Cana.
ed In the middle; and a leg Is attached do not cut or otherwise Injure the
Washington. The war college di- under the law.
John the Baptist Is still preaching, and at this point on either side. A cross- tires.
vision of the general staff of the UnitThey are cheap and easily car
(F) Should the necessary number
ed States army has complete pluns of volunteer officers required not be Jesus is closing the first year of his bar connects the legs, so that they ried and applied, so owners of auto
in
will
work
his
and
when
the bed is mobiles would not find an ordinance
swing together
beginning
prepared for the mobilization of a citi furnished from the above classes, the ministry
zens' army. These plans were com war department will give civilians Galilee. Teachers should bring a being folded up. One end of the frame compelling their use at all burdenon
a shaft secured to the side some.
pleted some time ago In anticipation lucking In actual military experience vivid picture of Galilee to their pivots
of the time when the United States an opportuplty to appear for examinaWhen an automobile skids on a
classes, as that was one of the Im
crowded thoroughfare it Is more of a
might be called upon to enter Into tion to test their fitness for commis portant fields to which our Master des
hostilities against a
power. sions, before boards which the war de- voted much of bis time. (For descripdanger to other vehicles and persons
These plans were based, It is said, up partment proposes to creute in the tion see some good Bible dictionary.)
than to Itself nnd Its occupants, and It
on the possibility that the first call several states.
The people of that land were more
seems unfair thnt a few careless own
for volunteers might be for 1,000,000
ers nnd drivers who do not use chains
worldly, less bound by conventionalBegin Training at Once.
men.
The war college recently preshould Imperil others who take this
Under the caption "Training of Vol ities, nnd more occessible to the teachreasonable precaution to prevent accipared an ofliciul paper dealing with unteers" the war college pamphlet ings which Jesus brought than those
of Juden. Josephus says they were
dents. Tho courts should not regard
the raising of a volunteer army.
reads :
to
"Under existing laws and under con
skidding ns on unavoidable accident
"The training of volunteer troops "fond of innovations, nnd disposed
whert means of preventing it nre so
temporaneous conditions therewith," must begin without deluy after their changes,"
I. Supplication (Testing) vv.
readily available and so cheap. New
says the war college, "It hus hereto- induction Into the service. No time
York Commercial.
fore been assumed that in the event of must be lost. It should begin at the Jesus left the revival nt Samaria (vv.
s
and returned to Galilee. Ills
a war with a
power the compuny rendezvous, without waiting
United States would require not less for complete mobilization. Under our own people of Nazareth refused to acWARNING TO DRIVER BEHIND
cept him "for a prophet hath no honor
thun half a million of men for the first traditional policy of relying princl-pallIn
In
own
his
Galilee
country." It was
line, behind which could be prepared
for defense upon citizen sol
Automatic Signal That Flashes Whenlie
Here
the greater army of citizen soldiers diers, the
of our land thatwas had his great victories.
ever Automobile Is Slowed Down
part
larger
he
because
welcome
(v.
45)
they
upon whom our muln reliance for naIs Illinois Man's Invention.
forces will not be fully trained on the had known the
he did nt
that
things
tional defense Is conditionally placed." outbreak of wur.
It Is more than JeruRnlem, tho
which was
of
report
Call.
to
President's
Subject
Guy W. Comer, a conductor on the
probuble that we shall have to emplojl brought back by those who had visited
The
of volunteer some of them with little or no trainIllinois Central railroad, has Invented
organization
2:14-17In Cana
feast
the
(John
The Bed Can Be Set Up in a Few and patented nn automatic safety sigarmies can only be undertaken follow- ing as soon as they can bo assembled
(Ch. 2:11) one came to him who was
Minutes and Shelters the Tourist nal for automobiles, designed after the
ing the presidential
proclamation In suitable units.
a king s officer, one who was used to
railroad safety signals that have done
From Wind and Rain.
"The amount and character of the command, and whose
stating the number needed, and on
personal
great
much to eliminate accidents In railthis subject the war college says:
training will nt first bo directly pro- need overcame any prejudice (Matt. bars of the
In
as
shown
automobile,
Mr. Comer's device Is en"Volunteer forces may be raised, or- portional to the time consumed, pro- 9:18: Luke
roading.
God uses afflictions the illustrations.
7:2).
The two outer legs tirely automatic nnd operates withganized niid maintained only during vided a rational scheme be followed. ofttlmes to drive us to him, and the are
to
the frame.
pivoted
out tho touch or thought of the
the existence or Imminence of wnr, How much time will be available It most effective
way to induce men to
When not in use, the lens are swung driver. It Is attached to tho tail light
and only after congress shall have au- Is Impossible to predict. It Is reasoncome to Jesus Is to hrtng them to up against tho
frame; the outer half and license number bracket ia tho
thorized the president to raise such able to assume, however, that in the
recognize their need which he nlono of the frame is folded over the Inner rear of t he car and operates coinciforces. Congress could, however, by event of a wur with an oversea enemy can
supply. Tho lad was "at the point hnlf, or foot of the bed; and the whole dent with the
working of the automolegislative enactment, authorize the It will be the time required for our of death," hence the father's Journey
lifted to an upright position against bile brake. Thus, whenever the driver
president to raise such forces in time enemy to establish at leost a partial of twenty miles from Capernaum to the bnck
of the tomieau. Small ratch- presses his brake to slow down his
ot peace.
control of the sea sufficient to open Cana, seeking help. We have here the
"When so authorized, the president the way for lauding of expeditionary weakness of faith Indicated In verse et wheels at each of the joints ore car a semaphore appears from be-provided for holding the legs In posi
will issue his proclamation, stuting the forces.
In that the man would not tion and
also for
tho entire
number of men desired for each arm,
"Any system of training, however, believe except he should see signs nnd frame when folded lockingCurtains nre
up.
corps, or department, within such lim- good in itself, will fall to bring the de- wonders. We hnve also the earnestits as may be fixed by luw. It is prob- sired results unless there are avail- ness of the man In verse 49. stretched over the frame to form a
s shown In the Il
sort of
able that the proclamation will also re- able a sufficient number of trnined InSir, come down ere my child die." lustration. Popular Science Monthly.
cite the causes that make the call structors, officers
nnd noncommisMan's extremity Is ever God's oppornecessary and will state that the en- sioned officers. Tho blind cannot leud tunity. Not only extreme eases of.
listed men shall be taken, as far as the blind."
sickness can be brought tohlm, but ADJUSTING AUTO PUSH RODS
practicable, from the several states,
Referring to the mobilization of the extreme cases of sin ns well (I Tim.
territories and District of Columbia in volunteer armies, the war college 1:15 j Ileb. 7:25). He can heal not Keeping Them in Proper Shape Means
Much to the Comfort of Those
proportion to the respective popula- points out that all points of mobilizaonly those who nre "at tho point of
Who Are Riding In the Car.
tions thereof.
tion have been selected, one In each death" but those who nre already
"Following the call of the president state of the Union, and that these pre- dead (Eph. 2:1). The child was dyTush rods on nn auto engine after
for volunteers, the secretary of wnr liminary arrangements have been ap- ing, the father had not strength to
notifies, the governors, etc., as In a call proved by both the federal and state wait to see wonders, hut he could and long use become worn and get noisy
for
To adjust them you will generally find
did trust Jesus to heal his son.
for militia, informing them of the quo- authorities. These plans provide
two nuts, or a screw and lock nut hind tho license number, flashing tho
II. Surrender (Trusting)
vv.
ta for their respective states, the exist- the necessary buildings, for water sup
word "Stop" in large letters. In
ing militia organizations that will bo ply, and all other essentiul needs When the soldier took Jesus at his which you can ndjust by loosening the
letreceived Into the volunteers, the new which will arise.
word, he surrendered his previous con lock nut, and screw the pin out until daylight tho word appears In white
ters on a red metal board that can bo
ception, and accepted the word of God ; you have about the thickness of nn or
organizations! that it is desired to
He dinary business card between the two, plainly read for a distance of 200 feet
literally acting upon his belief.
raise, and the maximum and minimum
cur. At night the letters,
went
his
because
ho
He
believed.
of
being certain that tho push rod Is In behind the
way
organizations."
strength
which are made of opaque celluloid,
Arizona Mightiest of
did not ask Jesus again to go to Cnpnr- Its lowest position.
All terms of enlistments, it is pointAil Fighting Vessels.
naum. We must not confuse this kind
If no such adjustments nre provided ore lighted from within by nn electric
ed out, "will be the same as that for
of faith, however, with his having ac you will either have to draw out the light.
the regular army, exclusive of reserve
cepted Jesus as Savior. He accepted valve stem or take a rod about
The Arizona, the newest addiperiods," and no person can be enof an Inch larger than the stem ADDS TO LIFE OF MACHINE
Jesus only ns henler. We have men
listed for the volunteer forces '"who
tion to the United States bnttle-shl- p
and
today who will accept Jesus Christ In drill a hole In the end the size of the
Is not effective and
division, not only Is the bigthe perfection of his character and the stem to n depth of
of nn Manufacturers Realize That Proper
who Is not within the nges stipulated
gest of Uncle Sam's sea fighters,
purity of his teachings but who will Inch, then cut off long enough to leave
for that- service under the law as it
but no other naval power has a
Balancing of Engine Greatly Innot accept him to be their personal a small cup with the bojtom In, then
creases the Efficiency of Car.
exists at the time of the president's
fighting vessel that can reach It
Savior. Such men want to receive the uress wnn a nie until you get tne propcall. Neither can any man be enin size.
recof
to
benefits
er
clearance.
Christianity, falling
In tho not very distant past many
listed who does not speak the English
It is larger by 200 tons that the
ognize Its spiritual power nnd author
automobile manufacturers gave but
language, while persons under eightPennsylvania, the flagship of
was
one
It
o'clock
when
ity.
probably
Chinese Had First Auto.
casual attention to the balancing of
een years of age can be accepted only
Admiral Mayo, of which it is a
Jesus spoke the healing word In Cana.
While many people do not know it, their engines, trusting to the vibrawith the signed approval and consent
slater ship.
same
nt
At
hour
the household
that
the first record wo have of a vehicle tions of the road to disguise those due
of the parent or gunrdlan of that perIt will be a damaging foe for
Capernaum saw the chnnge In the sick traveling without animal power Is to the engine or divert attention from
son.
an enemy to meet. Its twelve
boy for "the fever left him." We found In the ancient Chinese records, the engine builder, to the road builder
0
guns fire a broadside of
Recruiting, Rendezvous and Depot.
may well Imagine the Joy which pos which give an account of the kite car or to the tire maker. Great Improvepounds of steel, which can
The war college continues :
sessed the father nnd that household riages. These vehicles were driven by ments have been made, however, for It
be directed accurately at a mark
"With a view to recruiting and mainon the following day when he received the wind
blowing against a sail at has been realized that proper balancing
15 miles distant. The broadside
taining all organizations of the land
this report.
tached to the carriage. In the early means much to the efficiency and life
is 6,000 pounds more than the
forces as near their prescribed
III. Satisfaction (Triumph) (w. 52- reign of King James I of England
of the entire machine, as well as Incombined broadsides of the Kanstrength as practicable, the necessary
84). The father's faith rose to the patent was Issued to one Hugo Upton, creased comfort to the user, nnd the
sas, Vermont and New Hamprendezvous and depots will be estabneed for "he believed the word that reading as follows : "For the sole mak advent of the
eights and twin sixes
shire, ships that have been
lished by the secretary of war and
Jesus spake." That word did not seem ing of an instrument which shall be brought the subject
still closer to the
placed in the reserve fleet
will be directly controlled by him. Here
at all probable, but It was enough. The driven by the wind for the transporta designer. There Is still much that can
Ariof
the
The
enlisted
and
be
displacement
will
recruits
the
word of Jesus who Is, himself, the tion of carriage of anything by land
be done in the way of balancing movzona is 31,600 tons. It is protrained. For the purposes of instructruth. Is a sure and more reasonable Some believe that Upton secured his ing parts and eliminating vibrations,
engines,
at
the
tion and discipline, the troops
pelled by
ground of faith than any amount of idea from kite carriages in old China. and our best engineers are giving the
which drive it at a speed averagrecruit depots may be organized into
speculation. This father's walk from
subject careful study, although the
an
hour.
20
knots
dising
companies and battalions, at the
Cana to Cnpernnum was a walk of
Plan Mountain Grade.
frequent changes of model delay the
cretion of the secretary of war. The
faith. He had nothing but a bare promOfficials of the national forests of results.
noncommissioned officers and privates
ise to support him, yet on his return the West met
recently to form tenta
will be of such grades and numbers as
he found his son living (v. 52). On tive
for a motorcar road of
WAITS IN SILENT GRIEF
See That Wiring Is Protected.
the president may prescribe.
this word of Jesus he, himself, be- seven plans cent
Because oil has a disintegrating efgrade up Mount
per
FOR NEWS OF LOVED ONES lieved, and his whole house. It seems
"It is apparent that the recruits at
near Provo, Utah, for about fect, not only on rubber but on cotton
the rendezvous and depots are intendImprobable that this could be otherwise
The work is expected to be- and fabric as well, care should be taed to form a reserve battalion for each Plight of Bereaved Englishman In New If he were an honest man. If any $30,000.
The road will pass ken to see that the wiring for electric
gin in April.
of
thereof
or
regWatchers
Is
who
to
Home
nn
man
father
honest
will
York
equivalent
read
regiment
Brings
through American Fork canyon, then lighting and engine starting system is
Warfare.
the
records
of
the
New
ulars and volunteers only ; for the
of
life
of
withJesus
Tragedy
south to Aspen Grove and down Provo well protected. If oil is permitted to
out being convinced that the stories
act also provides that in order to maincanyon to the Provo and North Fork remain on the wiring the insulation
at
militia
land
are
took
the
New York. It
tain the
silent grief
true, by that disbelief he gives and
organization
up Mount Timponogos to the gla- will in time be softened so that the
the
of
to
recruit
evidence
his
maximum
lack
of
their
of John M. Little, Englishman,
strength
bring
sincerity, and cier base. The course lies within the slightest chafing will cause the bare
or
in
state
father
who
rendezvous and depots
any
believes, and whose Masatch national forest which makes copper to be
keenly home to the officials and clerks any
exposed and a short cirterritory may, at the request of the of the Anchor line offices the loss of household does not also believe, gives an appropriation for Its construction cuit or a leakage of current follow.
reof
evidence
a
fundamental weakness available from the Shackleford bill.
the California, one of the liners sunk
governor thereof, enlist and train
cruits for land militia in the service as a result of Germany's new subma- In either his own profession or In his
Avoid Trouble With Carburetor.
application of the truths of the gospel.
of the United States from such state rine campaign.
Fifteen Days Too Many.
In most every gas line there is a
IV. Suggestions (1) The living, peror territory. All the officers required
Modestly, almost diffidently, Little, a
There is a
sentiment among strainer or trap, either In the line itself
for such recruit rendezvous and depots spare, slight man, asked for news of sonal presence of Christ is not need- the farmers growing
of southern New Jersey or at the base of the carburetor. Few
will be volunteers of the proper arm of his wife and four children, steerage ful. It was a wise provision of God's
against granting automobile license persons think to clean this occasion
the service.
passengers. The latest cable, he was economy that Christ should have re- reciprocity to outside automobile own ally before trouble Is encountered. The
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heaven.
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Officers.
and
of
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wife
told, reported
Appointment
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wife
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"But
number
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and
pleaded.
baby,"
by the president, but
and the revelation of his son, the Liv- torists from other states, it Is report- carburetor can be eliminated by clean
grade of such officers shall not exceed "Can't you give me a word of hope?"
ed. It seems fairly certain that any ing this trap or trainer occasionally.
ing Word, and the witness of the exwelled
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dared
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the number and grade of like officers
reply.
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rolled
provided for a like force of the regu- from Little's eyes and
Mark Parts as Removed.
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In
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"In order that the lives of those
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Probably Will Come.
then
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in
beleived
power;
Jesus'
"Woman is a little slow to get ac be no doubt as to Just where it be
patriotic citizens who may volunteer Little squared his shoulders and word, and believed In Jesus, himself;
foe service may be safeguarded and walked away, the tears still stream then he reaches
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quainted
the
in
highest
point
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of soldiers In camp and In battle, the of the busy office was resumed.
be replaced in their original places.
(4) Faith is the source of all a hairpin yet"
Christian gifts and graces. We have
Realities Alone Count.
officers are drawn from the ranks ol an advantage over these Galileans of
May Adopt Canadian Plan.
Plan War en Thieves.
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power
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realities. James Lane
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lessen the number of thefts. At a
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meeting of the board of directors a
Canada's plan has been to form bat- drawn. Those of higher command an Spirit are all conditioned upon our
committee was appointed headed by
Fancy Fisherman Wanting Rest!
talions which are the equivalent In promoted from other organizations. Ii faith in him and In the Lord Jesus.
To enable a fisherman to get some President George W. McNear, that Is to
Our salvation from sin. our effectivenumbers and organization to regiments is understood one of the first move!
ness as disciples and followers depend rest, a bracket to be clamped to the confer with Superintendent Crowley
in the United States service by first by the war department In the event
oar faith in Jesus Christ as our side of a boat or any convenient ledge of the police department, and officials
upon
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a
of
of
the
of
officer.
a
full
big
forming
necessity
complement
detailing
to hold bis pole has been invented, a of the insurance companies with a
When the commissioned posts of a will be the organization of an officers Savior front in, and as our Lord and
portion of it also acting as a braks on view of getting some definite plan to
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Canada's.
Ilk
noncommissioned
filled
Unit axi
the
training corps
recover cars, and prosecute offenders,
the reel.
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EXAMINE CATTLE IN WINTER
The characteristic lumps or swellings which may be found under the
skin on the backs of many cattle from
Jaiiuury until April contain grubs. If
these grubs are allowed to remain, they
will complete their growth, drop to the
ground and transform to heel flies
which may relnfest the cattle during
the spring and summer, according to T.
J. Tolbert of the University of Missouri College .of Agriculture. The grubs
weaken the cattle, cause them to full
off in flesh and milk, and decrease tho
value of the hide. The beef in the immediate vicinity of a grub becomes
slimy and of a greenish color, nnd is
known to the butcher as "licked beef."
On an average, the damage to the hides
Is pla;d at
their vulue and
the uss ot beef to each Infested animal
ranges from $3 to $5.
The grubs may be pressed out
through the opening ut the top of the
swelling. A sharp knife and a pair
of tweezers will often facilitate the
work of removing the grubs. Care
should be taken to crush all the grubs
removed, to prevent their further deInto
velopment and transformation
flies. It Is advisable to examine the
cattle for lumps or swellings over tho
back every two or three weeks during
lute winter and early spring to detect
the pest. Various oils are often used.
The lotion is either smeared over the
Infested region, or applied to the mouth
one-thir- d

FOR GRUBS

of the breathing bole of the grub. One

or two applications will usually be sufficient. The objection to this method Is
that the wounds do not heal readily,
unless the grubs are removed.
Some have claimed that the arsenical
and coal tar dips can be used in the

case of large herds which cannot readily be treated by direct removal of the
grubs. It still remains to be determined, however, whether practical
meuns of eradication can be made by
the use of dips. Dips applied during
spring and summer will no doubt kill
many maggots and eggs which are attached to hairs on the animals' bodies.
The adult of the ox warble is a fly
about half an Inch long, very hairy, and
resembles a small black honey bee. The
females in depositing their eggs on cattle worry and torment the animals and
frequently cause them to stampede for
shelter or water. The fly does not
sting or bite, but the animals seem to
have an Instinctive dread of its approach just as the horse has for tho
botfly.
Frsh oil, train oil, and other substances are often recommended as
spray to keep off warble files. To be
effective, their use would have to bo
continued during spring and early summer, and such a practice would bo difficult und expensive and impracticable
except In the case of small herds of
valuable cattle.
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TRIO OF KANSAS YEARLING SHORTHORNS.

FACTOR IN MAKING

PEDIGREED SCRUBS

HORSE COMFORTABLE

IN GREAT DEMAND
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Ventilation

Should Be Attended

to, Especially During Severe Winter Weather.
Protection from beat and storm In
summer and from cold and storm in
winter Is the biggest factor In making
l horso comfortable at night, points
5Ut Dr. C. W. MeCnmphell,
associate
professor of arimul husbandry In the
Kansas State Agricultural college.
'In summer a paddock or pasture
with access to a shed may be used,
and Is preferable with Idle horses. A
burn which ut all times should be well
ventilated but free from drafts may be
used," said Doctor McCampbell.
"In this climate tho horse should
hnve access to an open shed or stable
at night In the winter time, nnd ventilation should be looked to at this time
particularly, as It Is really more like
ly to be neglected then than In summer."
A box stall is best, but Is not always
practlcul, believes Doctor McCampbell.
In any case each horse should have a
stall to himself, and the stall should
be large enough for the horse to lie
down In comfort.
The floor may be made of cement.
boards, or dirt, but in any case plenty
at clean, fresh bedding should be provided.

Too Many Breeders Who Buy and
Sell Live Stock Entirely on
Their Pedigrees.
"The present enormous demand for
purebred live stock Is responsible for
supplying a market for about every
animal, good, bad and Indifferent, that
can boast of a pedigree."
Tills Is the way tho situation looks
to George C. Humphrey, who, as chief
of the department of animal husbandry of the College of Agriculture, hus
aided stockmen In every section of
the stute In the formation of community breeders' associations for tho
improvement nnd development of the
live stock Industry In their respective
communities.
"The leuders In all of these organt-zntlorealize," says Mr. Humphrey,
"thnt their future success in the llva
stock Industry must be built on a
and
purebred
basis. There are, however, far too
many who buy nnd sell stock entirely
on their pedigrees, bucked by no record of performance or production.
"It Is a safer Investment by fur to
pay double the price for a good producer, or one whose ancestors were
good producers, thnn it is to Invest in
a pedigreed scrub."

KEEPING OF SHEEP

WINTER HEATING IS
DIFFICULT PROBLEM
Exact Temperature Required to
Save Blossom Buds in Cold
Weather Not Known.

IS GOOD PRACTICE
Advocated as Most Profitable by
Arizona Station Keep the
Rams Separate.

Because of the difficulties In heat
ing peach orchards In winter, hortin
culturists at the Ohio experiment
advise growers to avoid such operations by planting hardy varieties
and selecting favorable planting sites.
The exact temperature required to
save the blossom buds In extreme cold
winter weather is not known, as va
rieties differ in hardiness and the same
variety may show some variation in resistance to cold from year to year.
Without this knowledge orchardlsts
In some cases may waste fuel, while at
other times buds may be frozen because the fires do not keep the temperature high enough. Watching thermometers and keeping fires in zero
weather Is trying work. Spring orchard heating, however, bos long been
considered successful.
On suitable locations peach crops
may be secured annually If hardy varieties are planted, these specialists
say. Winter heating Is therefore unnecessary in such eases.

The keeping of a few sheep on tho
farm is a practice advocated as most
profitable by tho animal husbandry
department of the Arizona agricultural
experiment station. W. S. Cunnlng-hui- u
of the department says that it
has been found that on the average
about twenty ewes and their lambs can
he maintained and fattened on the
ditches and waste feed of each 40
acres of land. Each ewe should produce a fleece worth $1.00, and her
lamb at weaning time should be worth
$(5.
Since the fencing is paid for by
the saving of expense in ditch cleaning and the sheep nre fed on otherwise worthless feed, they should show
a splendid profit.
Mr. Cunningham also says that It is
believed that Johnson grass may be
eradicated from fields by pasturing
with sheep, and the station Is now
carrying on experiments along this
line.
The rams should be kept separate
from the ewes except during the breeding season.

Animals Relish Variety.
Note the variety of food you have
every dny. You appreciate it, don't
The animals under your care
you?
would like a change also. Beets, mangels, cut clover or alfalfa could make
a change in the menu.

Injurious to Alfalfa.
rracticully no Injury to alfalfa from
summer heat has been recorded in dry
climates, but high temperatures combined with much moisture in the atmosphere are so injurious that it is difficult to grow the crop successfully under these conditions.

stu-tio-

Pigs After Weaning.

Fall pigs after weaning should be
given food to keep them growing when
cold weather sets in. Pumpkins will
be a good feed for pigs In early winter. Feed them shorts daily in their
slop while they are growing.

Cement Floors Too Cold.
Cement floors are too hard and too
cold for hogs to sleep on. Provide
plenty of good bedding. Under present prices the most indifferent swine
man should not be careless in the
care of his swine.

Grew Your Own Fruit
Right Treatment of Soils.
Host clay soils have an abundance
Every fanner should grow his own
of potash, but you must treat your supply of fruit.
oil right by growing legumes and turnWeak Point of Teams.
ing under organic matter, if yon would
The weak point of most farm
have this potash become available for
Is at the shoulders.
the use of your crops.
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quences sure to follow the execution of her and inform himself and when informed
lully informed, at a I times as
act.'Vecret intent to do them if he ever good and true, who would be made to the
o
state of the Union between
projected campaign of fright fulness. These
had the opportunity.
and
to
motive
the
intent,
appreciate
Bronson,
"Gil'.la", Dana and the
This netarious, wicked man has
Senator TtiHv has introduced bill
pacifists, are 111 effect traitors to their conn
We are in receipt of a circular which sets grown older and now his hair is and truth of tne aforesaid artic.e,otbcr ten, and as to the progress of
invite
would
war
for
by convincing
would be able to render a true their offensive against the sector in
state senate which provides for a complete re-- 1 try.
they
out the remarks of Congressman B. C. Her- becoming sprinkled with gray, but who
evid- - habitated
senti-offihe is only waiting for the oppor verdict, without regard to the
by H. O. Bursum and the
organization of the state road board and thcjr't;rmany that America is too soft and
in
the
of
raise
nandez
be produced, an;ed forces of evil. If you live
which
ence
against
protesting
graz
might
as
the
out
or
the
work
her
defend
to
mental
her
to
carry
honour,
rights,
tunity
of state engineer.
was
for
this
it
good .j,
necessary
and are compelled to come to
ing fees on forest reserves. He shows that signed to him by the commander in individual
of Jlcr citizens,
Bronson to remove his Santa Fe kind'v forward to M. A.
It is Seriate Hill No. 147 and will
the forest regulations in practice and ef feet chief of Hades.
for
cause
some
to
other
American
the
county
"Let evelT
repudiate
Otero, Secy. & treas. Santa Fe New
dottbtedlv lie the basis upon which the new!
discriminate against the small sheep and cat- find Mexican Printing Company applica-enoug- h
id'be '"foSned0 ' ind trial, where he might at least, verroad legislation, which we surely" need, will toolisli behaviour of these misguided people, tie owner. While
- ,ion for
good men to prevent a
these fees are a drawback thus be on their guard we will gent- pcrmit to visit Santa Fe,
lK built.
diet
returned agaeist him and which application
jaud stand squarely back of the President by to thn lnrire
must be supported
nf
livp sfnrk lip is able tn lv whisper his name. It is H. O. his being
raimpr
equally good and pure
affidavit, stating that you are not
Bursum the uncrowned King of So- With a view to obtaining a full discussion 'supporting a vigorous policy in dealing with
ers m the cause of political right- acquainted with H. O. Bursum; huve
situation arising from the severance of meet the increased taxation and survive in fnrrn roniltv.
of the subject bv road students and enthu-r',".- v
which was acordingly never vnfeil for him nt novr will.
business lint the small owner who must craze Now the cood fairv. when she, wit- - teousncss,
relations."
there this phase of his that von are 9 rfailv reAr nf th.'
and
done,
siasts, Mr. Tullv'has called a meeting of all,'liI,,oma,ic
of
work
nt'ssed
the
Sa,an
s.ct
bis stock on . forest reserve, faces nothing but
aj0lI.t oersecut ion may be permitted to Santa Fe New
. ,
0
Mexican, and be
in her
,.
,
,
,
to counteract it.
,
persons sufficiently interested to attend, forj
tnc ipucKcr lie realizes trie ; the way
lieve that every word and sylhhle
eventual
aim
York
of "t- New
ihiii,
of
state
the 23rd inst at the Capitol building in this
Bronson's
trouble
ended?
Have
therein contained is true; that you
THE WILSON KIND SCARCE
fact and moves away from thc blitrhtintr in- - weatlhv parents, was born a son. A
citv. This will give memliers of the legisH
h5'r
o
flnence of a forest reserve the better off
TsCkenT
hiseUT?
hr
.!aJ,y.?.u.a"auua,
Has
mc
cars l10 name linn Drun.iunj".wiiivii : lature an opportunity to get the views of those
iimh.iijiji,
President Wilson's delay in naming the W'll be.
lwas accordingly done, hence Bron- - deserted the cause of the people? langmage as it is spoken by the
best prepared to make suggestions.
o
:
and lords in F.ngland; that vou
lson Cutting came into the world. lNo- - most assured by not. His
. .
e
neiMmiiei
auuiwiiiuie
cuiiniiisaiou
ui
uuni
'
h" b"! ""S!!?'E?
Someo the important provisions are
i a days work in yonr fife.
u''"
was fed with a silver spoon and
M-t,.f.1,..,'He
,
.
......
said
fid,
is
to
,as,
in
of
the
and
for;,
more securely,
to and live on the
scssjon
,e
Congress
...v..,.w
and ,his armor
nursed in th e lap of luxury
money some of your
a state hoard or three members, as near non- -i
more
his
and
he
sword
fori fathtrt e
firmly,
witt. nm'girtp
lie due to his difficulty in finding a fifth .of her own in order to keep her streams well never came in. rnnii
it
is
as
ento
an
make
t nat you have a valet de
partisan
possible
it;
with fish at all times, as do most of ?f the sordid thins of life When Gilla" on "'"!
man who will shoulder the responsibilities of stm-kehis left,"'"5
and ui"Horace '""w.se:
M
chamhre. hutler wifh
hitrna
he had been properly schooled and
gmcer to be an employe of the board and to the office at the low
is
the
Union.
the
who
of
Rio
Arriba
states
on
his
named,
a
county
Johnson
right.
chef
Greely"
unand chaeuffeur, or a wife who
salary
for his. lite work, an
hold office at the pleasure of the board; coprepared
of
The
cause
immediate
the
with
charit-o- f
doing!
its
beautiful
mountain
his
and
mild
with
aid
of
will
streams
take
orders
the
seen hand direced his footsteps to
not a Republican, who
supports you,
battle at this time, and with
operation with the several boards of county from the President m
the
friends, and that yon will travel
the City of Santa Fe within
is
climate
the
hat
state
for
a
and
place
reports,
doctoring
proiKT
State of New Mexico, there to com newed energy, will be more readily to and from Santa Fe over
commissioners; the contracting of road work who will be
chery and the present legislature is being bat this terrible creature which was appreciated and understood by the C. Ely'i railroad ; whereupon, ifRalph
acceptable to the Senate.
your
and construction where satisfactory bids can
'ifommon Greezer" worth less than 'sworn evidence is accepted as true,
Up to date four seJextions have been re- watched with interest by the most progressive wreaking such havoc upon the peo one
be secured; for county highway superintenmillion "bucks", when it is stated .you may safely come to Santa Fe,
free-trad- e
ple.
see
that this matter
all of them of the
stripe: people of that county to
After he arrived there he was that this man Bursum, rgardless of upon receipt of a permit from the
dents, to lie selected from applicants who are ported,
Robert Woolfcy was formerly director of the is not overlooked and that the same is es- directed to build a mansion, cubits decency, and the proper proprieties, said Bronson, countersigned
and
qualified and have been certified as competent Mint,
seen fit and proper to visit thelnessed, as required of those enter-citfor Wilson. tablished We understand that a large part in width and breadth being stated,
resigning to campaign
of
a
room
Santa
rent
and
to
Fe,
by the state board after proper examination.
inr
the
stone
chefs
and
and
gate way. after the
Daniel Rojkt was first assistant postmaster of the expense of maintamg the hatchery will and to install butlers,
We believe the bill is along the lines
ichaeuffeurs and other accessories at an Inn, commonly known as the wall is built about the city.
for the same purpose. He be borne by the federal government when it which go with such a mansion. "De Vargas", named after an iKus
general,
What
would we do if Bur
resigning
Query:
of what is needed and that its adootion will was
This he scrupulously carried out to trious Spanish Conqnistadore, and sum shou'd learn how to operate a
the House Ways and Means is once established by the state.
clerk
of
eliminate many of the past difficulties and out
he to eat, within the city of Santa Fe f'ying machine or a "Zeppelin"?
the letter. This accomplished,
Wilson-Underwoo
law
was directed to purchase a newspa- each day, in. a public place, such pro- Would the readers advise putting; a
the board arxl engineer in position to actually Committee when the
his
at
was framed, and
handbook, compiled
President Fayette A. Jones, of thc School per in order that he might converse vender as is provided for man, and roof over the city, too?
to pay for the same, and upon oc
accompjisii something for the state.
that time, will go down in the annals of the of Mines, at Socorro, has very meritorious daily with the people. This he did, casion
to talk to a member of the I th State a Preferred Creditor T
o
of
erstwhile
the
purchasing
organ
ineffiAmerican Congress as a monument to
proposition for the creation of a geological evil, the Santa .Fe New Mexican. legislature, which said legislature is The
question of whether or not
HOUSE BILL NO. 151.
ciency. Five revises of the book were made bureau, same to be made up of members of This accomplished, he was order- assembled according to the man the state
is a preferred creditor in
of
dates
enact
the
to
number
him
to
constitution,
ed
a
around
bv the time the bill got to the Senate, at a the School of Mines faculty who arc willing
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o
the case of bank failures involving
laws
for
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state.
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aspeople
nu
men
10
auie
ui pure, guua
state funds is before the Supreme
cost to the Government of thousand of dol to serve without further salary. As the
n his
"Introduced by Mr. C. W. B. Bryan"
work, "Upon two occasions this man Bur Court in thc matter
righteous
of the People's
"Be it enacted by the legislature of the state lars, and the Senate promptly consigned it to ing industry is now the largest producer of Thereupon he sought out one Miguel sum has been seen entering the Savings Bank and Trust company,
and
once
seen
was
state
he
one
com
Capitol,
nme
menu
ana
waste-baske- t.
named
been
has
the
Ida
Tarbell
ems
state
wealth in the
on appeal of the American Surety
the
attire should notl". ytero, r t . ' .
. 11
of New Mexico:"
r
talking to the Lieutenant Governor
whether
tc? sum, but who had seen the
of the state, hence hold up our company on the question
"An act providing for each and every and it was later reported that she declined to
I'pvFiimiiiy iu assist iiu9n.-Liui"light"
i"y
is co discover and develop more mines, while metal; and from who's eyes the scales had hands in holy horror, for poor slaves the surety company . could claim a
precinct to have the priviledge of voting as serve. Her familiarity with the tariff
priorityin in assets in tne savings
'alien, when this same agent re- -, that you are you know not the pit hank
SiVer City which now is
to whether or not pool tables shall be licensed extensive with her knowledge of the fourth nrirps .ire ?rrrwl. nrwl tlip firmneino- nf mine ifused
to endorse him for Governor! that he is digging for you.
Tausdefunct,
be
The
chairman
is
dimension.
Frank
to
by subrogation to state
This man Bursum. so that his real
develojmient and mill construction is therefore of the .commonwealth.
Next
he
and run in public places. Act to take effect
priority. There were $9,000 of state
free-trad- e
is
be
not
classics.
motive
Dana
a
one
a
took
of
mild
discovered,
writer
may
Johnson
sig,
comparatively easy.
funds in this bank and the amount
immediately upon its passage by a petition
he was
gentle eyed creature, who giving it out to the people-tha- t
The law authorized a
guaranteed bv the Suiety com
presented to the countv commissioners of one-hacould write tery entrancing and is in banta Fe endeavoring to have
pany, and paid over by the company
and previous to its enactment Mr.
enacted into law
of the voters of said precinct."
and
certain
'articles
editorials,
convincing
pledges
H.
State
after the hank failed.
Superintendent Jonathan
Wag- without
permitting "truth" to iner- We would like for someone to tell us Wilson said, at Detroit: "I desire not to
If a state has priority in such cases
as issued an important Circular to COUnty'fer.
a Republican Statei Platform, and
but
have
an
a
absolutely
regarded as an extra safewhat the above means: but we do not believe
and city Superintendents relative to eighth gradel And other similar creatures heby him as a candidate for governor it will be
for state monies. This apguard
commission".
In his speech before the
n
u.
that anyone on earth can or would interpret
various
inc piduurm,
pre peal involves,
"!crea into nis ioiu, io assist mm,.
nromntir.n
.im mat nns. There is lirtl dnnht
the same
in his righteous work of serving cincts and places within the state. miestion raised therefore,
it in the sense of its author. As printed it con- U. S. Chamber of Commerce a year ago, but w hat those addressed will respond liberal-- 1 the
in the Las Cruces
while
And
is
it
said
its
inhabittrue
and
commonwealth
legislatains two multiplied sentences, and they would Mr. Wilson, in referring to the tariff com- Iv in their efforts to accomplish what the n'All told, he secured the co ture has already carried out one im- First State Bank in which the state
funds were deposited.
im
portant pledge made by said Plat- college
stump Shakespeare, let alone a Philadelphia mission, said: "I know a good many
VEST'
superintendent suggests. Since statehood New
form and said Bursum, to wit: sub
on
but
a
men
subjects,
good
many
partial
Land Suit Filed at RoSWeJI
lawyer. If such acts as this are to become
Mexico's educational facilities and accomplish which represented, at the time he mission to the voters of said state
law, some patriotic believer in preparedness the impartial men on that subject (the tariff) ments have progressed by leaps and bounds begun his active labors, all the re- -. of prohibition, or otherwise and while Saturday injunction suits were
entered on the docket of the district
member ot the legislature should present a bill arte so few that so far I know only one and and the push the present administration is put- generated Republicans within the 'said Bursum worked hard and
of the state.
I shall have to institute a very elaborate search
Iboriously for said submission, and court in which Robert P. Ervien
for
a
dozen
irt
this
providing
supreme courts
ting into the work indicates that there is to be Then upon with his newspaper, ' is now working for woman's suf-- commissioner of public lands, is
plaintiff, and Earl Elom, Lon
his active organization, and his nu- - frage and other nefarious bills, all ;ma
state, because they will be needed. But the for the rest". still more speeding up.
o
merous "simoleons", his butler, his this is aside from the point, which, Smith. W. E. Meredith, Romeo
governor, being a newspaper man, ought to
Morehead.Ira Morehead. Oscar De
cheff, hit chaeuffeur, and some succinctly and definitely stated is.
Know how to use the blue pencil the veto
JUSTIFIABLE WONDERMENT
Bord and W. A. De Bord are made
bojrs' he ,et out to do batt,e with that said Burs"m has "o right,
ioint
introdnrerl
in
thc
The
memorial
state. .uu h.inm,. scn-. rn . 9,.n,nrit
nf nni t i
o
i,;m..ir defendants, the issue being an action
pencil. Clayton News.
i
r . countr nr
vv. u. iviurray oit oram
to be present in Santa Fe, and to of the commissioner to restrain the
uy nun.
righteousness.
So Mr. C W. B. Bryan's home paper
Ixird NorthclifTe, owner of the London
columns of his paper, which remain in said city, while the legis-w- defendants from plowing certain
nas a hard time understanding some of that Times and of the Daily Mail, one of the tv. sets out forcibly some of the ways in which in the
road by perhaps a thousand lature is in session. In other words, lands which they have entered on
is
the
forest
fee
burden
a
to men, women and children in the and stating the matter more" blunt- - petition under the new
system
grazing
graz- most powerful personages in England and
gentleman's bills.
actt ,n1 which have been ie- The Record is in the same class with the one of that small group in the British ruling stockmen of this and other states in which state, hemancontinually assailed this ly. according to Bronson's view, the z,n6
wicked
and notwithstanding people of the state are sufficiently '"ted and surveyed by the state,
Clayton News, in this matter, we do not class who have a clear conception of and a larre thZ Irl held U?L tL VL! oretense the fac that the PeP'e
of the sta,e- - to'erant when they permit Mr. Bur- - the survey of which, however, has
that
real
timber
purin
they
understand the above, we do not understand, friendly sympathy for America, has discussed
political wickedness and sum to graze his sheen within the,not as yet
.approved by the
steepe
The action
as they were, could not appre- - confines of Socorro county and there !FcneraI ,and office.
from the local peo-'si- n,
cf
pose
money
extorting
his district attorney bill, we do not tinder-- J President Wilson's "peace-withovictory" nle
certain lease entered into
the mud and slime which he he should permanently remain.
which
noia-Jouroffice
to
an
u:'h
stand his sterilization bill, we do not under- - speech and confesses that he is "puzzled as
perpetuate
over this man he directcJ inp h;,
and
sociatine withwith the commissioner by Ion Corinn eaucracy.
The hearing will come
.his man "Friday," upon who's should- - people already so "far contaminated jtingham.
stand his bill to exterminate countv commis-.t- o
why President Wilson does not begin ojier ing
O
ers the mantle, of Horace Greely land corrupted that it is impossible " before. Judge G. A. Richadson on
sioners. or several more of his numerous ations by the passification of Mexico ,
an honest man to secure a fair ,nc Vln ,n51- l"c scs win n- rested to continue nis
jgeni.y and
Tk.
... '
Htv;
introducttons.
Nor does
His lordship's bewilderment is justified;
".v..v O.L.I, .,, l3 t, iiniitsauUSi
to pour put tne vjajs of
trial before a jury Keiy oe consolidated tor tne pnr- impsrt-a- l
anyone else
understand them.
and it finds an echo on this side of the water. of a new paper recently Started at Roswell, mud, filth and slime upon the head, therein. Why, he asks, should he be poses of test.
man allowed here in Santa Fe' where
and
huIde"
Nor is this all. We do not understand
On the same day that Lord NorthclifTe which is to be devoted to the live stock
New Corporations.
Ifrom Socorro
county, without ie- - Bronson is making such an - heroic
. v.h
,. The Magdalena Publishing comwhy the Clayton News supported, and the peo voiced his deprecatory criticism, the State De- - dustry of the state. It is edited by S. G. ,h , .,ih. for w he not work-- : .r f
a righeous cause, and if so! New York
of thinking, and pany was incorporated at $15,000
ple ot Union countv elected, a man whose mrlmcnf it VVTo cliinrrt r,n orltnittf tViat Hnii'iM HaiTfV who is himself a rancher, and there ina" in truth
be permitted to inter- - where he and "Gi'la" and "Horace with $10,000 subscribed,
br E. M.
is
no
doubt
- but what it will be of much
.
.
,
.v.
;
o
,wi
'
lv..., viiw.in, " ".'.
ui
fere And it was not.
""f,1"
'.'iv",
unhung
Greely" Johnson are making such Carter, Cifford Carter, A. H. Carter
stockmea
to
executed
ignorantly drawn bills and nonsensical pro-'So vjcjOUsly did he attack him. in heroic strides for the moral f and and U N. Tracy,
byiterest
Waterbury, Conn., had been
The Aztec Zinc company, canital
O
itne cause ot political rignteousness. political uplift of the people.
posals as he has introduced in the house, to; Carranza, the recognized do facto head of the
-- i
-- i
This legislature should at once. $2,000,000 was incorporated by Char- tflat ao one ot nis inenos, neien
k:m
ti.- - wi
thtt disgrace of the state and the detriment Mexican government
um pivviuca - w
muc any
i
tiic
and
WM permitted and with a doub'e emergency dause.lles A. Spiess. of Us Vegas
Cf
and discredit of the people of his county. I
Mr. Elton was arrested by the Carran- to escape, and the aforesaid vials enact a law making it a penal
-
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NOTICE

PUBLICATION

FOR

PUBLIC

las- -f
price of said tract
J5E., roatsiaiag lot acres. There an aw the
in thirty
vw
equal, an nasi payaacata. wtb
a.au,
improTtacsii
Sate No. 94, All of Sees. 19, 20, WH mterest on all deferred paymenta at the
Sec ZU WH Sec 28, AH ol Sect. 25,com--30,t rate of four per cent per ananas, is. advance, payments and interest doe oa
31, 32, Wyi Sec S3, T. 15S., ft. 32E

NEW MEXICO.

STATE O

EDDY COUNTY.

this

land.

Sale No.

Sec.

703,

NKJe

14,

1600

containing

an this land
well,
windmill,
WOO.

All
Sec.

Seca. 12,
23, T. 17S.,

of

.
13,
R.

SEJ
33E

acrea. The improvementa
consist of houae, corrala,
tank, and fencing, value

Sale No. 704, All of Sec. 7, Wi4 Sec. 18,
T. irS., R. 34E., containing 911.44 acrea.
The improvementa on thia land comist of
fern-inand plowing, value $700.00.
SE
Sale No. 705, NK, SWX,
STM Sec. 25, NyS Sec. 31, NVS Sec. 33,
Sec. 34,
N'iT SWS4. NSF.tf, SW54SF.J
All of Sec. 35, T. 17., R. 3ffc., S'i Sec.
Sec. 3, T. 1SS., R. 34E., containI, S'i
The improvementa on
ing 3110.31 acrea.
.hi. lan.1 consist of wells, windmills.
irmidhs, pens, orchard, and fencing, value

W,SE.

"salrNn.

70b,

SEJaNEJa

Sec.

acres. The improvementa
consist ol fencing, value
1600.001
Sale Ha 698, All of Sec 2, T. US., ft.
IKK.,
contain. ntr 875.26 acres. There arc
no improvements on this land.
Sale No. 696, NWJ4. SJ4NEJ4 Sec 24, T.
Sec 19. T.
17S., R. HOE., Lot 2, SWJ4NEJ4
17S., R. 2l., containing 292.54 acrea. There
are no improvements on this land.
No bids on the above described tracts
of land will be accepted for less than
Five Dollars ((5.JU) per acre, which is the
appraised value thereof. In addition there-- 1
to the successful bidcrs must pay lb
the improvement; that exist on the land.
Sale No. 697, SWSWM
Sec 27,
Sec 28. NWJ4NW, SEkNWK, SWjaNE,
Sec. 34, T. 15S.. R. I7E., conWHSK
taining 400 acrea. The improvementa on
of
value
land consist
thia
fencing,
desNo
bid
on the above
W 5.00.
cribed tract of land will be accepted for
less than Three Dollars ($3.00) which it
the appraised value thereof.
Sale No. 698. SWtfNEM, EtfSWtf Sec. 24,
Mining

on

ffire of the Commissioner of Public Landa,
Januasy 23, 1917.
Sinn Fe, New Mexico, that
purauaat to
Notice ii hereby given
ihe proviiionf of an Act of Congress, ap-,- r
. t,l June 20. 1910, the laws of the State
f
New Merit
and the rulea and re- State Land Office, the
Silatioa. of the
of Public Landa sill offer
Sale
to the highest bidder
at Public
at 10 o'clock. A. U., on Saturday, April
2s, 1917, in the town of Carlebad, County
af Eddy, State of New Mexico, in front
el the court honae therein, the following
described tracta of land, wilt
, All of Sec. 35, T. 16S., K.
Sale No,
14E., All of Sec I. T. 1S.. R. 34E., con1281.24
acrea. There are no iav
taining
ornvemente on thia land.
Sec J4.
X Sec. J3, W
Sale No. 700,
All of Sec. 36, T. 16S., R. 3SE., containing
ItHO
acrra. There are no improvementa
an

SNW.
t of each year, and each ether
and
conditions, oMUationt, reservatioaa
terms as may be required by law.
WSE,
The Commissioner of Public Lands af
New Mexico, or his agent holding each
ale reserves the right to reject any and
all bids offered at said aale. Possession
under canlracts of sale for the above des
cribed tracts will be given oa or before
October 1, 1917.
SN4
NN4,
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office this 23rd day
5.6P4.61 acres.
There are no imof Jauuary.A. D., 1917.
provements on this land.
JCUBT.
r. KKV1CN,
Sale No. 615, SF.
Sec.
30, NW
Se.
Commissioner of Public Landa,
33. T. 27N., R. 32E
containing 320 acres.
State of New Mexico. There are no improvementa
on thia land.
First Publication January 26. 1917,
Sale No. 616, All ol Sec 36. T. 27N., R.
Last Publication March 30, 1917.
32E., containing 640 acres.
There are no
improvements on thia land.
Sale No. 617. SWtfSE
Sec. 15, WtfEH
Sec. ??, WEtf Sec. 27, Etf Sec 28, T.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
27V.. R 3JE., containing 680 acres. There
art no improvements on this land.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sale No. 618, All of Sec. 32, T. 27N.,
R
$3F..,
containg 60 acres. There arc
no
improvements on thia land.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
EHSW34 Sec- - 25, T. 15S., R.
SWJ4NWJ4,
No.
Sale
619, EEVi Sec. 4, T. 28N., R.
Sec 4, T. 16&,
16E., Lots 4, 5, 12, SEj4.SE
33E., containing 155.46 acres. The improve-- 1
UNION COUNTY.
R. WE., Syfcyi Sec. 30, T. 15S., R. 17E.,
of fencing, value $70.
mcnts
consist
538.50
acres. The improvements
containing
No. 6o, S'A Sec. 32. SJ4SWJ4 Sec!
on this land
consist of fencing, value Office of the Commissioner of Public Lam. 6 i3,Sale
U. 34E., containing 400 ' acres.
T. 28N
Santa re. New Mexico, January 15, 1917.
$180.
improvements on this land.
No bid on the above described tract of
Notice it hereby given that pursuant to There arc no
621, SEMSEjd,
NJ4SEJ4 &c. 9,
land will be accepted for less than Three ' lie provisions of an Act of Congress ap AllSaleof No.
Sec.
T. 2HN., R. 35E., contain- 16,
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which is the ap- proved June 20. 1910, the laws of the State in? 760 acres. The
improvements on this
praised value thereof. In addition there-t- o i iN ew .Mexico, an. rules and reaulationa hind consist of house,
barn, well, windthe successful bidder must pay for the, of the State Land Office, the Commissioner mill, null house,
plowed ground, fruit trees,
of Public Lands w ill offer at Public Sale.
improvements tnat tist on tne Iana
Each of the above described tracta of to the highest bidi r at ten o'clock A. M. .imi itnting, vaiue x:soo.3.
Sale No. 622. SNW
Sec. 24, T. 29N.,
on Wednesday, April 25, 1917, in the town
land will be offered for sale separately.
The sale of the above lands will be of Clayton, County of Union, State of New R. 2E., containing 80 acrrs. There are
no
on
this
land.
of
the
condi-court house therein,
improvements
Mexico, in front
subject to the following terms and
Sale No. b?3, WKEtf Sec. 2. T. 28N.,
tions, viz: The successful bidder must the following described tracts of land, vii:
574.
No.
Sale
R.
of
Commissioner
to
the
Public
NEtf, NjNWM, SW4NWJ4,
SK!4 Sec. 35, T. 29N.,
28E.,
Lands,
pay
'VjSVVJ4,
or his agent holdirg such sale,
SWSK!4 Sec. 15, All of Sec. 16, j. ior.,, eomauiing toi.si seres, i ne im
of the price offered by him for the land.lV1
Sec.
17,
SKtf,
SESWtf
NSWjj,
4 per cent
interest in advance of such . WNKjtf, WJ.SK, NKKSKK Sec. 18, N3, reservoir, an,
fjnc.ng. value $230
purchase pticei the fees for advertising XEtfSWjSj, N'ASK, SRSEK Sec. 21, Wj
hale Wo. 624, All of Sec. ?5, T. 29N, R.
and
Sec. 28K., conta.nini.'
all
costs incidental aV4j, NLSW, NWNE, SjjSE
jtnd appraisement
M0 acres.
There are no
to the sale herein, and each and all of V, Sl.t SEJ4 Sec. ti. All of Sec. 26, Nhtf, inmrovementl on this land.
saia amounts must De deposited m cash
tw.un.
wh.uh
vur,.
M
.i 7.i r. .
or certitted
change at the tune of sale, Sec. 27. EtfNKtf, Wji NWji, N'.SK, SWJ4
R.
4
'
Sec. 28. NENE, NWJNWM.
and which said amounts and all of them Sfctf
3SjtJ" WN,
16
4MJ
.
acrea.
are
'ntaining
re subject to forfeiture to the State of
29, SWNh.,
V, SE,34. SESEJi
New Mexico if the
E'iNEtf Sec.
iicrciifnl htddf rW. See. 33. fi',SV..
Ni,N hU. improvement s on tnis JaUO.
Snle No. 636. K'AK'A.
NW'iNE'i
not execute a contract within iliirtv Hvi SKUNKS. NWU. XKtiSWW. NESKW S,e
SWJ4
R.
T. 7K
K.f NE'4, ENW'i SWjISE!4 Sec. 2ft, T. 29N., R.
.ifter it has been mailed to him by the
containing
I" .v res.
There
no
arc
U. 2KE.P
on
St.ite Land Office, said contract to pro- - N V'i Sec. U, T.
improvements
SEWji,, m?. i.itwi,
.Sec. 7, IS'jSJi Sec. Kf All oi Si cs.
vide for tne payment of the balance of a!
1'. Ify Lots 3, 4, E'4 Sec. lr, NiNFj,
the purchase price of said tract of land
Lot 4, SWSWJ
(,y?t
su,.
Sec. 3
in thirty equal, annual payments, with SWtfNEtf, N'.A'WJ-i- .
EWSWJ4, Lot 4, SENW, SSWX See. 4, SEWNKm!
intercKt
on all deferred payments at the WSE'4, SEJ4SEJ4 Sec. 0, NW4, EJ4NEJ4
See. 5 S'vNE
Sec. 8, Lot 1,
rate of lour per cent per annum, in ad- - Sec. 21, All of Sec. 2H, NE, KNW, SESWJ4.
SV',,SE!4 Sec. 1H, NEljNWij
N
Sec. 2", Lot 2, NFj Sec. S' SI l4 Sec. JO T
'fi V.'4,
. R
vance, payments and intercut due on Oct- WjjSKji
oler 1st of t?,,ch year, and such other '0, T. 2KN., R. 2K., E'SE Sec. 21, NEVi, lSfe. 33. T. 30V., R. 3?K.. containing 717.12
and
reservations
2t, W'iN V i4, ures There are no improvementa un this
SW. X'.SEj
obhrations,
conditions,
:jNW;
v 4
us rriajr ne required ny law,
rue. aa, au,
y4,
.
. 2 Cl
"Ihe Commissioner of Public Lands of
,
N
6
bJWH, EWSWSec. 27.Sec. 25. N'v s sVc
New Mexico,
SiN
or his agent holding
W'li Sec. 26, E
contfininJ
such
16
,,r
N'NE,
T
sale reserve, the right to reject any and SWtfNEtf, W'A, SESEW Sec. 36, T. 30N.. ui w irn's 'ii
?,n
.M?
all bid. offered at said sale
11.87K.W acre,
JUe
Possession .. 28 E., containing
Oct-oh-

SALE

LAND

33,

T.

18S.,

bale No. 613, NSWM Sec 1 T. 27N- -,
29Ct containing M acrea.
Taera are
no improvements on thia land.
Sale No. 614,
SWJ4 Sec 15,
All of Sec. 16, SE4NE4,
Sec. 12,
SFJ4NWJ4, KS4SWJ4
Sec 13, NNEU,
Sl:MNEJ4.
SESWJ Sec. 24, WVS
KK'A.
NEUNWU.
EwSWU. NWUSEU
Section
T. 27N;, R. 32E., Lot
25,
2,
-Sec. 7, All of
WH,
NEKNEK,
Sec 8, SX, SN'4, NWjtjNWJl Sec .
WSVVU. SEjsjSWj? Sec. 10.
SWJ4NWJ4,
A
of Sec. 16, EHE'S Sec 17. All of Sec
n
See. 20,
Sec
SEJaNEj
19,
Lot
g
Sec 18, T. 27N., R. 33E-- ,
sL

this

4869.04

laad

R. J2E., coataiaiag 10 acrea.
There are tracta win be given on or before Octakcr
no improvements oa thia land.
1st, 1917.
No bid on the above described tracta
Witness my hand and the official seal
i land will fie accepted for less than of the State Land Office thia 5th day af
five Dollsra ($5.00) per acre, which la the January,
1917.
ROBT. P. ERVTEN,
appraised value thereof. In addition thereto the successful bidder must pay for the
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexka.
improvements that exist on the land at the Fi-s
Publication January 12, 1917.
appraised value
Sale No. tS'K All of Sec. 36. T. 26N.. R. Last Publication March, 16, 1917.
34 E., containing 640 acrea.
The improvements on this land consist of fencing and
corral, value $170. No bid on the above
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
described tract of land witl be accepted
for less than Ten Dollars ($10) which is
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
the appraised value thereof.
Sale No. 660. Alt of Sec 16, T. 2SN.,
PUBLIC
LAND SALE
R. 34 E,, containing 640 acrea.
There are
no improvementa on this land. No bid oa
the above described tract of land will be
QUAY COUNTY.
accented for less thao Ten Dollars ($10.00)
which is the appraised value thereof.
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
Sale No. 661, All of Sec. 16, T. 27N., R.
Santa Pe. New Mexico. Iinuar 5. lot?.
31E., containing 640 acres. There are no
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
No bid on the tne
improvements on thia land.
of Congress an- provisionsm ottainan . Act
of
u
above described tract
land will be ac
i .u.
ccpted for less than Ten Dollara ($10.00) Gf Nrw Mexico, and the rules and rega- me
tiuc
w.i.ii,
latinns of ihe State Land Office, the Cosa- Sale No. 662, K'A,
SKSEU, SWW missioner of Public Lands will offer at
SW
Sic. 16, T. 31 N., R. 30E., contain- - Public Sale to the highest bidder at 16
ouu acrea.
on this O'clock, A. M., on
he
I
improvements
ing
April 4th,
land consist of fencing, value $300. No 117. in the town of Wednesday,
of
Tucumcari. Count
bid on the above described tract of land Quay, Ftale of New Mexico, in front of
for less than Ten Dnl- - the court house therein, the following des
will be accepted
tars (10) which
the appraised value cribed tracts of land, vis:
thereof.
Sale No. 544. WWRKU. FWRWU. SWUSWtf
c.
Sec.
Sale No. 6f3, N!4SWJ, SW&SWM
27,
W'A Sec. 34, T.
E'NEJ,
2. T. 21N., R. 30E., containing
120 acres.
R. 24E.. containing M0 acres.
There
There are no improvements on this land. are no iniorovements on this land.
No hid on the above described tract of land
rso. ms, isr.4 ec. Jl.
, T.
&ec
ill be accepted
Dolfor less than Ten
k. Z4r.., containing 4KU acres. There
lars ($10.00) which is the appraised value 5rt.,
n this land.
ninrovrnt'-ntthe reot.
Sale No. 546, W'A, SEX, WNEtf Sec. 7,
Sale No. 664, All of Sec. 36, T. 24N., R. Lois 1, 2. 3. 4, 5. 6, 7. 8, 9; 10; 11; 12;
4 Sec. 17, Lots 1, 6.
640
34E.. containing
acrrs. The improve- NE'4 Sec. 18, Jnts
ments on this land consist of house, barn, 7. 12 Sec. 19, T. 8N, R. 21E., containing
wttl and windmill, fencing and plowing, 1,095.33 aeres. The improvements on this
value $2,190. No bid on the above des- land consist of fFt ing, value $150.
Sale No. 54?, SWtf Sec. 12. T. 8N., R
for
cribed trnct of land will
accepted
24 r...
11 acres. 1Ti improve
Containing

i..

n.t

irdiiru

NS,

inc...

SESE.

5..

hi

I. 37E., containing 40 aires. There are no
,n 'fo
th,reto'lhe ,ccetiru, bid.
this land.
improvements onSWHSEfc
dcrs must pay for the improvemrnls that
Sec. 10, T. 19S.,
. r.o wtz"
?t T ov
Sale No. 707,
- Mt"
c,i
the
abnve
40
tracta at the
describe,)
acres.
The
t. 35E., containing
improveT,,r improvements on
ments on this land consist of house, barn,
rv.m
i nr
annvc it r 01 inn 'is win nr auii
i
ri
vi'i swuvh'm
corrals, well, windmill, value $400.
Sec.
Thi-rlect to the folnwinR terms and Cnndi tions, U '(,F rnnt.iinin
Sale No. 708, SEX Sec. 27, NE
arm tin
40 .nrr-- ..
El ii
14,
liiflilrr
T. 20S., R. 3MS containing 32 acrea.
The tiiir-mint m v in
land.
on
thia
of Public Lands, or his.
There arc no improvementa
tne Commissioner
S.ile No. 5S0. NW
S'C 11. SF.VNW
nE- nt
Sale No. W, All of Sec. 31, T. 20S., R.
ot the See.
!.
nni'iinu mi ii sale,
T. 10N., H. 26E., containing 360
There are no
"ffrn-31K., containing fiW.48 .norrs.
by them respectively for
are no improvements on this
There
P"r"t
land; 4 per cent interest in advance for l.mil.
improvements on this land.
Sale No. 710. SW4, WtfSEX, SEXSEM
the halanee ol sueh purchase prices; the
S.ile No 551, WK. W'EJ4. NWXSFji
See. 35, T. illS., R. 37E., containing 2K0
ann
n'l's ifir a'lveriisniK ami appraiRenient
,.r
SV4. WSF'4 Sec. I 10. T. 10N.,
an costs inemrntat to inr saie ncrein, ani r
acres. The improvements on this land conhe improve
enii'ainini! fiO nei
and
an-sheds
o
an
mm ntnotints must
earn
sist of house, (hiff out, well,
f house,
on ,Jms land consist
barn.
emvti,n
depuMted m cash or certified exchange atJ(., rr!,
corrals, value $1500.
f ncing.
wcU am,
value
NWXNEX. NEXNWX.
the time of nlc, anil whieli said amounts
Sale No. 7P,
and alt M th'-are subject to forfeiture
SWXNWX. NWXSWX Sec. 8, T. 26S., R.s
SKMSW'4 : S.T. 9, T. ION., R.
The improve-ateiil.
10 in''
,
aie 01 mew mexiro 11 ne success- K., containing loU acres.
v
tu, im
of house, barn,
on this land
,
s
on
this land,
.
nrovemeni
and corral, value $.SU.
" !
7
:tj
S"C 6,
No. 553. SK'K'-Sal"luV
7,t
NESF
iur
No hicls on the above described tracta
,h,'m by
' .""I
5. T. 1IN.?R. 25 F...
m''"? 1utthe
SWSKM S
of land witl lie accepted for less than
contrae.s to
payment
;"wW" s.T
N, R 25E..' contain- '
Five Dollars ($5.00) p r acre, which is the
'
.."'Th-'-rVn
In
no improvementa
hl
are
"nn
'in
I
l
u
r y
In addition therein
appraised value thereof.
must pay for
to the successful hidera
before fanki, rest rvoirs, ditches, and fencing
6
de.er.hed tracts
R
above
hr
?"
2U0
"
The
ares.
land.
blr
2V.,
of
on
the
the
contain.ng
four per cent
vahipj.
rate
the improvements th it exist
O
Bnyments at
Wimm1, my ''hand and the official seal . Sale No. 575. S!4NWJ4. SEXSWJ4 Sec.
B"
Sale No. 712, E'j. SJ4SWX, NWXSWX
hirh'ia1 ,K
and' endnvVue0 WSM
".""!""'
n
tfVT'
Ut
Sec. 16, T. 22S., K. .'7E., containing 440 of the State Land fJfficc this 23rd day
?h
J;
ioS
V
Sit. 11. T. 1A'., R. 3JE., Ntf
yrar'
?l
C.,;i
V' siv
',rr,i,
an. in a
m,f
'
The improvements on this land of january.A. D., 1917.
acres.
'
SWWSWJ4.
V
SEMNWW.
'''i1?
SW.
:::.":
!
f s
11K
f
,t?:,9L:, f,,.l,:!!
R
e
o de
W,NW(
n;,v f.r the im!
m,
t
consist of fencing, value $375.00. No bid will
M. NVVViSKH
on
tne
at
h
the
lanrl
nt
appraismi
lrovi
,mMbe accepted on the above described tract
"
ny law.
i2K
There arc
Commissioner of Public I.anls,
"I". 71
containing 50 aeres.
' i
vimr. in i.i mi i't i riiuiru 1.11.111
for less than $I6.P5 per acre,t which is
..
.... ....v.- - ..
.......
State of New Mexico. improvements on this land.
'
..w....
I ... 1 c
HI
sale.
No
of
Snle
the
time
wr'
the
therein
addition
the appraised valii. , and
J. KWtf Sec. 4,;.
Sale No. 576, I.ol 4
First Publication January 26. 1917.
.
V All oil""" h''
separately.
v,,, N,Si SKUSFU
Sec.
S.
I, W'SEV
Sale No. 554. N'.
to the successful bidder must pay for the Last Publication March 30, 1917.
1.1. T. 6N., Ii. 16E.,
containing 402.40 acres.
ianprovt menf s that exist on the land. This
land.
on
the
no
are
201
improvements
acrea of irrigable
consists
tract
risht to reject any ami all TIitc
NKJ4KWJ4.
A
No li!J on the above described tracts of
land.
SWMT
R' J'R
land and 239 acres of
N
SMNW
i. . .
SW' Sec 1 NFWSFU Sec 4 NWuNF'i bids offered at 'aitl sale. f'ofef.inn under Innd will lie aeeept.'il for leu than Three
The minimum price on the irrigable land
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
Hollars (McW tier acre, which is the apis $L'5 per acre and the minimum price on
.
1
S c
.ill he Kive on or before October praised
Sec. 9, All of See. V
value thereof.
jrac.-the
land is $10 per acre makNOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
'
The above sale of lands will be subject
ing the average minimum price on the
HOBT.
P.
ERVIEN,
S4.
terms anil conditions, vta:
to
the
following
16.86.
tract
"f?
3A.
entire
T. 15N..
SWM See.
'ii!:'
PUBLIC LAND SALE
..
rnmmi.sinner of Pohlle I..rfa.
successful bidder must pay to the
The sale of the above lands will be
state ot rveW Mexico. The
...
.
windmill,
of
condi"
Public
Commissioner
Lands, or bis airent
pumping
and
terms
the
an"
to
following
on
thia
land.
subject
CURRY COUNTY.
irft Publication January 19, 1917.
of the price
holding surh sale,
m
aec. a. rw'wr..
I uMication
tions, viz: The successful bidder must '
saie no.
m ec.yi.-i.- .
April 6, 1917.
NEJ4
offered by him for the land; 4 per cent
N4SEj4,
pay to the ymm....oner of Public Lands, Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands .1 WWX. .
.
7. r ION..
of such
swu
K. 3h
Sit.
for
containin
balance
the
in
advance
interest
'.
New Mexico, January 23, 1917.
Santa Fe,
containing 3M acres. The improve- - 160 0cres. Tht improvements on this land
: ,Z r
2 ViZ yiiv
p
.
.
purchase price j the fees for advertising
im i M;
un nii
. .
....
r
r.- -;
inrii i
land con si si oi snacK ana
.11 m;,i-,- ;n
i
j
incidental
costa
and
all
mat
to
STATE
MEXICO
and
notice
NEW
of
aueh
OF
in
nereoy
advance
interest
pursuant
cent
appraisement
m.
given
per
Taue
S3S5.O0.
oi an act oi ixingreaa, ap-- ,
to the sale herein, and each and all of
Sa)e No 57g SKUNWK Sec. J. NKNF-V- ,
parchaae once; the fees for advertising tne provisions
633. SMNEU.
Sec. 27.
N!SE!
them are suhjret to forfeiture to tne mate
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and appraisement, and all costs incidental proved June 20, 1910, the lawa of the State S'SEM. SESWi Sec. 11, NE,NVv3 Sec. T. Sile No.
R. 3.'K., containing 160 acres. There
3PN.,
New Mexico if the successful bidder does
of
"
to ine ihic nvrcin. inu cik.ii aiiiu nii ui
""
""""
"
will offer
Sec. 29 T.
N..
it ha. be'n mailed to him by the
NEKNWJ,
.lie.
of
Public
Land,
Commissione.,
of
afer
at
See
exchange
-iSSSTmC
.ffir-'- w

vpw, ivhw4,

K??v,f$J$ J?'

r'I'.l". ,,'

Lini.l

S',

thelrn

SKN',

ilvfmi;.i

Pim

0I?.f

'.nZnU vir

.

?'V

tatere.t

i.
on

Vjs

a

V"rr?d
111?

pSImraVa

i.

oi""

nJ
Wf

V?'S'

5 HE

1 iUrvle(pTL

.i;5

WW.

l""-W'ic h&HW
3.
Seel.

.,,":a: l:.

lTunA

uih

P,IN''

(,,.;,

nii s s, rxfiStx
at

corral and fencing, value 117S.
.1?. mill,
R.
Sale No 666 S'A
T 3N

iJ

35E

'

,ii

S'Ftr

No
.

5S!

'

S'I

,S

Sec

23 '

S:"-

ZJZ

rS'

20N '

R

guadalupe county.

"h

2
T"-"f.
'"I coniiat

,

on

improv.-in.-ni-

f.

m ii.:',

value

$150

tatersai la advance for tat aafoac of aaa
purchase price; the feea far advertisiaf
and appraisement
and all costs incidental to the aale herein, and each and aR
of aaid amounts, must be deposited ai
cash or certified exchange at the time af
sale, and which said amounts and all af
them are subject to forfeiture to the State
of New Mexico if the auccessfal bidder does
not execute a contract within thirty daya
after it has been mailed to him by th
State Land Office, said contract to provide
for the payment of the balance of the
purchase price of said tract of land an
thirty equal, annual payment a, with interests on all deferred payments at the rata
of four per cent per annsm, in advaaoa,
payments and interest dae oa October 1st
of each year, and such other conditioaa,
obligations, reservations and terms aa may
be required by law.
The Ccirmissioner of Public Lands of New
Mexico, or his agent holding sack aale.
reserves the right to reject any and aa
bids offered at said sale. Possess ion under
contracts of snle for the above described
tracts will be given within thirty daya
from date of sale.
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the State Land Office thia 18th day af
December, A. D., 1916.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication Dec. 22, VH6,
fjii Publication Marrh 2, 1917.

this l.nions ol the Ma

mumniT

of

e

Public

..,.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE

BERNALILLO

COtJBTY.

Office of the Commissioner of Public Land.
Santa l'c, New Mexico, December 16, l'lo.
Notiee
is hereby given that purauant
the provisions of an Act of Congreia
approved June JO, 1'JlO, ihe lawa of the
and the rulei a no
State of New
rcRtilations of e lie Stale land Office, the
i ominisnioner
f
1'nblic L.inda will offer
S.de to the highest bidder at 10
;it Public
a
i
March 20th,
'' n of Tuesday,
...ii .' :L .i'
Albiiutieroue.
County
tf New
f Hct nalillo. State
in front
nf tin
ttturt linn-- , ttiTMH. the follow. n?
ilcsrrilied
tracts id l:md, vii:
S.ile N.i. 53.1, W:KH. NKfNW4 Sec.
.U, T.
acrea- ci.nt.iiniiiK
luV., Ii.
TlnTe ;ire nn impr vrnr ntm "
thin l.in'l.
Sale Nm. 5.14, S'.S! '4 Sec. iH, T 1UN., U.
IF., i out a tiling t"'" :i r'". aThere
ai e no
ii' prf'Vtni.nts on thin land.
Sale No. 5S, SWNVVU, W',.SWj4 Sec.
n, T. liiN., R. 1K.,
acrei.
There '(
1,1 initi.'u nu nti on this land.
ive iles nbfd
trnrta will
lj.:h jf l li.
he offered sepr.it-'lv- .
bid on ih
,ilr.vtract o
bind will be .vcepi- d i"r less than Three
Dollars (.UK) pi r .t re, whieb is the
value tin re d.
The above sal- of lands will be subject
to the fidlowiiiK t. tnis anil euiidil
via:
The sueerKsfi.il hj(M. r niu:.t pay to the
Conimissioner of 1'uM'r I. an' In, nr hia a (rent
iut-holding
sale, one tenth of the price
offend by luti; f.,r the land; 4 per cent
interest in ndvanre fur the balance of iuch
purchase price; the fres for advertising
and appraisement
;md all costa inciden
ta! to t be ?.de herein, and each and ab
nf said amounts, niunf be deposited in
cash or
rtified exchange at the time of
Hale, and which
said amounts and all of
th.m are Mdij.-cto forfeiture to the Stale
of New Mexico if the successful bidder dors
not execute a contract within thirty daya
mailed to him by the
after it b ..
State l.aml Office, naid con'raet to provide
for the payment of the balance of the
purchase price of said tract of land in

..

fxi',

int,

thirty equal, annual payments, with inter
est on all deferred payments at the rate
of four per cent per annum, in advance.
payments and interest due on October lat
of each year, and such other condition.
ibtiftations. reservations and terms aa miv
be rcr.uited by Uv.
rhe CtntnJssioner of Public Itoila of New
Mexico, or his agent holding such tale,
reserves the ritrht to rejert any and all
bils offered at said sale. Possession under
contracts oi sale for the above described
be given
tracta wi
wit'nn thirty daya
from date of aale.
Witness my hand and the official aeaJ
of the State Land Office this 16th day
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Notice is herebv aiven that pursuant to VWX, SWX Sec. 2, T. 24N., R. 30E., Wji There are no improvementa
Sale No. 682, All oi
year,
Tal
a?
VT
m' i '
KJ
.
JIV.1
,
Ol OTC. it, Is ?! OCt, aVB a'T iJtV.
640 acrea.
The imorove 'the provisions of an Act of Congreaa, ap- - EJ4, NJ4SWX. SWXSWX.
star, contafnin
Sale No. 650, EXNEX See. 3, WUWX of the sale.
reurvations and terma aa may
SEXSEX Sec.
Sec. 9, N4 Sec ML NW obligations,
Sale No. 573, All of Sec 1. T. 6N., R. R. WW.(
be required by law.
eaenia oa thia land conaiat of well, wiad- - provea jnne m, lyiu, xne i.w. oi mc oi.ie 15, T. 25N., R. 3UE., containing 729.54 acres. Sec. 9, WXNEX. SEXNEX. NEXSEX Sec
tL
Sec. 12, T. 3N
The Iraprove-1- 6, Sec. 11, E4f NmNWJ
Cornmiftwioner of Public Lands of Kevi
lanlL trough, tanks, canals and fencing, 0f New Mexico and the rulea and re- There are no improvementa on thia land. 10, SEXNEX. NEXSEX Sec. 15, All of Sec. 31E.. containing 640 acres.
TV
Tbe Im- Mexico, or his agent holding auch sale,
SWX Sec. 18, Lots 1, 2, 3, NEXNWX menta on thi. land consist of fencing and 1VW., containing 17,629.57 acres.
value $eu.U0.
gntationa of the State Land Office, the Sale No. 605, All of See. 11, NWX Sec
Sale No. 6U. All of Sec 1. SH Sec. 4, Commissioacr of Public Landa will offer 4, T. 2SN., R. 32E., containing 800 acrea. Sec 19. NEX Sec 20, WXNWX Sec. 21, plowed, ground, value. $250. .
. .
.
provements on the above described tract reserves the right to
any and aa
No bid oa the above aescriDea tracta of land are corrals, five wells and wind- - bi'fl offered tt aid s:i1e.reject
EMNEM Sec S, T. US., R. 34 E., containing at Public Sale to the highest bidder at There are no improvementa on thia land. T. 23N., R. 30E., WX, SWXSEX See. S,
Ponsessioa. t.ndar
1038.35 acrea.
The improvementa oa thia 10 o'clock, A. M., on Saturday, April 14, Sale No. 606, Kyi, SEX, NHSWX, SWX EX Sec. 9, NWX. NXSWX Sec. 10, All of land will be accepted for less than mills, tan Vs. t roughs, pampa. and fencing. contracts nf
)
for the above describee)
value $16,900.
land consist of dipping plant and corral, 1917, in the town of Socorro, County of SWX Sec 2. S54 Sec. 14, T. 25N..TL 32It. of Sec. 16, EXSEX Sec. 22, WX, SWXNEX, Ten Dollar. ($10.00) per acre, which ia the
tracts w.'lt be given within thirty day
thereof and in addition the
Sale No. 540, All of Sec. 2, T s I, J, , from
In. a72L
Socorro, State of New Mexico, in front of
916.56 acres.
ate of aale.
There are ao im- WXSEX, SEXSEX Sec. 23, NXNEX Sec. appraised value
for the im- - SF.JaNEM,
All of Sees. 4, S, 4,
Sec.
psy
Set.
NEXNEX
26, FX successful bidder must
25, WX,
J,
Sale No. 685. Alt of Sec 16. T. US., R. the court house therein, tne following des- containing
WXEX,
land.
on
Witn'fls my hand and the official seal
this
Imaail
dtaat
x
at
provementa
.t
ha annrai al. T. 7S., R. 7E
riltirFw ri?i furs
fri
There are no cribed tract of land, via:
rCT , containing 440 acrea.
containina; 31X5 acres. of the State land Office this eleventh day
No. 607. SEXSEX. SMSWX See. 2,
Sale
at
certified
or
exchange
Sec. 34, T. dS4H.. K. JUfc., ed value, in cash
There are mo Improvementa on tbia land of December. A. D., 191.
.NEM,
Sees. 11.
No.
All of Sec. 21, SWX Sec AH
15, 16,
improvements on this land.35.
T. 14S., R. 2S,SaleSJ See.673,26, NX, SEX Sec 27, NVS Sec. of20. W54NWX, 14, SEXNWXNX,SecNXSWX
Sale No. 540H, All of Sec. , WH.WHKi.
There are no
the time of the aale.
Sale No. 686, All of Sec.
21. T. containing 4725.57 acrea.
ROBT. P. PRVTElf
The above aale of landa will he subject SEMSEV, Sec
SEX, ESWj, SWj
29E., containing 640 acrea. The improvepmvements on this land.
There
Sec
36, T. 36N., R. 29E., containing 3200 acrea.
Sec
35, NWX
28,
rommissinner of Public Lands,
Sec
Wi
Sale No. 651. SWXSWX Sec. 27, SMSEW to the following terms and conditions, via: w
ec to,
oi dec. in, i. a, n.
ments en thia land consist of house, cor- 5S.. R. 5E., EHSEJa Sec. 22, WHSWJ4 are no improvements on this land.
State nf New Mexioa.
sm
the
2400
to
must
Sec.
bidder
2H,
T.
successful
Sec.
25N..
Toera
The
acrea.
NEM
Sec
34,
33,
value
well
7E.t
and
pay
Kyi
ire
containing
Sec. 26, EH
rals,
Fir-- t
pumping plant,
Sale No. 608, Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, SWXNWX R. 33E..
Sec. 23, W4NVVJe, NWJaSWH
Puhlicatina Dec 22, 1916.
Lot 1 Sec. 4. T. 24N.. R. 33E.. Commissioner of Public T.ands, or hia atrent improvements on this land.
S-- c
I662S.
3. All
S'SSWX
NWM Sec 27, All of Sec 31, All of Sec Sec. 1. N54 N'SS!-;- .
Last FnMiratioa March 2, 191?.
of the price
23.
Sale No. 687, W5 Sec 27, T. 14S., R. 32, T. 6S R. 6E., containing 4035.84 acrea. of Seca. 4, 5, WXNEX. SEXNEX, W, containins; 680.M acres. The improvementa holding such sale,
T.
541.
No.
NWMNW
4S.,
Sale
Sec
him for the land; 4 per cent R.
BE., containing 330 acrea. The improve- The improvementa on this land consist of SEX Sec 8. All of Sec. 9, NEXNEX. NWX on thisvWO.land consist of house and fencing. offered by
Sec 3, NWJ4NWJ4 See.
SEjEi
interest in advance for the balance of auch 17, ?E.t
menta on this land consist of fencing, two reservoira and fencing, value $10,000.
S'SNVS,
R. 4E.t containing U0 acrea
VWX.
T. 15S.,
SEXSEX Sec. 10, value
NSli
tees
tor
the
advertisina;
R
T 26N
valne $100.
purchase patce;
Sale No. 652. All oi .rv.
No bfd on the above described tract of All of Sec. 17. T. 26N., R. 29E.. NSWX,
F. MURRAY, M. D.
The improvements on tits land conaiat ol
Sale No. 688, EKNr.X, wy,Iw,
wvi
for leaa than Three S'jNWX. NEX. Lot 3 Sec 6, T. 26N.. R. 33c... containine; 640 acres. There are no and appraisement and all costa incidental rouehs and Dtoinir. value 100.
will be
Sec JT. MS..
nere,n' ?a
SWX. SEMSWH,.NEKiSEM
All of Sees. 13, 14, 24, EM, SWX,
morovementa on thia land.
JOE.,
J
See. 5, AH
which
TlcrT
PHYSICIAN A SURGEON.
SW
No.
Mt
..".he
M?,
Sale
ENFM.
ne
easn
must
in
R. 36E- - containing
320 acrea.
amounts,
The im
Sale No. 653. All of
deposited
1, Lota 1, 2, J,
of Sec S. EWXE. NWNEj. NEJaNWH,
value tnereot. in aaaition tnere-t- o E54NWX. NWXNW'X Sec. 25, All of Sec.
oa thia land consist of fenc-- praised
Sec. 2, T. 36N., R. 31E.J or certified exchange at the time of aale,
CITY PHYSICIAN
the auccessful bidder must pay for the 36, NH Sec 31, All of Sec 32, Wi Sec S',NE, NEXSEJ
Sec
17, All of Sec 20. T. 9S , R. KW,
a
all
which
said
amount
and
ll of Sec.
valoe $60.
36. T. 27N., R. 31E.f NWji
13,
T. 27N., R. 29E., Wj
Sec 19, WX.
that exist on the land.
forfeiture to the State containing 23t0.2(t acres. There are am
J,
Sale No. 69, All of Sees. S, 6, NENEX improvements
5.
SWJ-29.
All
Sec.
Sec.
30.
X. RAY
Lots
5.
EX
Sec
of
EX
4,
SEX
NEX.
7,th''m
will
6,
EH,
be
landa
above
the
of
The aale
on this land.
New Mexico if the successful bidder does
NEX Sec 8, SWXSWX
Sec. 7, NKNWX.
to the following terms and condi NWX. NWXNWX, SXSSi NEXSEX Sec. Sec. 6 NlN'-- i Sec 7 T. 26N. R. 32E. 1'
R.
Sale No. 543, All of Sec 25. T.
23S.
Paoao
?
Sec. 9, T. 15S., R. HE., containing 1661.28 subject viz:
2370.29 acres.
11.055.09 containina:
R.
are
no
j- -,
There
T.
l
27N.,
.1
30E.,
bidder
must
successful
The
containing
tkma,
There are n
4W., containing MO acrea.
W
' h" jr- - mW
acrra There are no improvementa oa thia pay
to the Commissioner of Public Lands, .crea. The improvements on this land con- provementa on thia land.
Offica Firal Door Waal af PaalaiVaaa
improvements on thia land.
land.
sist of fencing, value $200.
h
or hia agent holding auch aale,
SWSW
of the balance of the
No bid on the above dVscrih-- d
paymr'n,
tracta ol
Sat 26N.. R. 29E..SW'
Sec;;,for,he
KN
Sale No. 609, SEXSEX Sec
Sec 17, An of Sec of the price offered by him for the land;
:
-- t
Sale No.
i
containina 130 acrea.
Now
land will be accepted lor leaa than Three Saata Fa,
j. .
10. NEHSEX Sec 21, SWX, SviNW'X. NWX 4 per cent interest
in advance of auch K. 32E containing 40 acrea. There are TcT
annual paymenta, with interest on Dollara (13 00) per acre, which is tbe aav
No. 655, 't?JSlf"cI! ."
NWX Sec 28. T. US R. 34E containing purchase price; the fees for advertising ao improvements on this land.
the
of
foar
rate
SecLij
additions
and
the
in
thereof
valne
Sec.
No.
NXSWX
27,
praised
NEXNEX
610,
Sale
DaO acrea.
.
There arc ao improvementa and appraisement and all coats incidental
WXSEX. EWSWX. SWXSWX SVc. 10.
SEXNWX Sec 35, T. Ml of Sec. 16, T. 26N., R. 32E., contain and intereat due on October 1st of each Mtccessfal bidder most pay for the improve-men- ta
oa thia mad.
to the aale herein, and each and all of See. 34.R.
oa tbe land at the appraised vahw, HARRY S. BOWMAN The
32E., containing 240 acrea.
caah 26N.,
1080 acrea
There are ao improve- year, and auch other conditiona, obliga-tionSale No. 691. SEX Sec 35. SWX. NKSEtf Mid amounts must be deposited ia
ing
fencin each or certified exchange at the tjaae
time of aale, improvementa oa thia land conaiat of
ment, oa thia laad.
reservatioaa and terma aa may be of tbe aale.
Sec 36, T. 1SS, R. JSlt, containing 400 or certified exchange at the
$60.
value
of
and
amounts
all
them
which
and
aaid
ing,
Sale No. 656, WXNEX Sec IS, T. 2JN., required by law.
acrea. The improvements on thia Laad can-ai- st
ATTORNEY AT LAW
arc aubject to forfeiture to the State of Sale No. 611, NWXSWX Sec 24. T. 26N.. R. 33E., containing 80 acrea.
There are ao The Commissioner of Punne Laad. of New' The above aale ol lands will be awbfect
of fencing, vahsc $390
40 acrea.
.C 32E., contsining
There are mprovement. on this land.
Sale He. 62, SSEM Sec J. T. UA. R. Near Mexico if the successful bidder does ao
Mexico, or hi. agent holding each aale, to tbe following terma and ciwtiona, wis:
improvements oa thia laad.
Sale No. 657. NX Sec 28. NX Sec 29. T.
The imaio.e-m--r. not execute a contract withia thirty daya
35 E.. containing
the right to refect any and aft Tbe avccessfwl bidder mnat pay tv tbe
acre.
a)
U-avU- hi
-n this laad caaaiat ad fencing. after it baa been mailed to him by the Sale No. 612. All of Sec 21, WXSWX 24N., R. 29 fL, coataiaiaf 648 acrea. There tions. reservations aad terma aa mav be Commieaiever wf Fubhc Landa. m Ins) avewt
tl
ad the arte
Laad Office, aaid contract to nra-- Sec 22. T. 26N- - R. 22E. eaataiaiaa?
Stat
are no improvements on tnis iana.
bide offered at said aale. Poeeeesaoa trader Msitf sajeb aale.
aalaaco at acrea. There an ao tmnroveaaeate oa thia
wM
Sale Ne, 698, SXNWX See. 8, T. 25N, contract, ai aale for tat above described Hcaew by hisa lat tan laWi 4
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across, sitting In silence and watching
lil grove profile anil steady eyes.
lie had a little picture of Sidney a
snap-sho- t
that he had taken himself,
her hair blowing uliout her, eyes looking out, tender lips mulling. When she
was not at home, it sut on K.'s dresser,
When
propped against his collur-hox- .
she was In the house, It lay under the

"K"

result. The boy, rousing for an Instant,
would lupse figuln Into stupor. With a
healthy man they could have tried
more vigorous measures could have
forced him to his feet and walked him
about, could have beaten him with
knotted towels dipped in ice water,
But the wrecked body on the bed could
stand no such heroic treatment,
It was Le Moyne, after all, who saved
Johnny Kosenfeld's life. For, when
stalT and nurses hud exhausted ull
their resources, he stepped forward
with a quiet word that brought the in
ternes to their feet astonished.
'There was a new treatment for such
cases It had heen tried abroud. He
looked at Max.
Max had never heard of It.
He
threw out his hands.
"Try It, for heuveu's sake," he said
"I'm ull in."
The uppiirutus was not In the house
must be extemporized, Indeed, at
last, of odds and ends from the operat
lug room. K. did the work, his long
lingers deft and skillful while Mrs.
Itosenfeld knelt hy the bed with her
face buried ; while Sidney sat, dazed
and bewildered, on her little chair Inside the door; while night nurses tiptoed along the corridor, and the night
watchman stared incredulous from out
side the dour.
When the two great rectangles that
were the emergency ward windows hud
turned from mirrors reflecting the
room to gray rectangles In the morning light, Johnny Itosenfeld opened his
eyes and spoke the first words that
marked his return from thu dark vul- -

GEORGE WASHINGTON

"She'd better come home and sta
home," said Harriet shortly, "I hopt
it doesn't get In the papers.
This
dressmaking business Is a funny sort
of thing. Une word against you or
any of your family, and the crowd'
oft somewhere else."
"There's nothing against Sidney," K
reminded her. "Nothing in the world
I saw the superintendent
myself this
afternoon. It seems It's a mere mat
ler of discipline. Somebody made a
mistake, aud they cannot let such a
thing go hy. But he believes, as I do,
that it was not Sidney,"
However Harriet hud hardened her
self against the girl's arrival, all she
hud meant to say fled when she saw
Sidney's circled eyes and pathetic
mouth.
"You child!" she said. "You poor
And took her to her cor
little girl
seted bosom.
For the time at least, Sidney's world
had gone to pieces about her. All her
brave vuiint of service faded before
her disgrace.
When Christine would have seen her,
she kept her door locked and asked for
Just tluit one evening alone. But ufter
Harriet had retired, Sidney unbolted

Two o'clock in the morning, then,
ami K, In his dressing gown, with the
picture propped, not against the collar box, hut against his lamp, where lie
By- could see it.
lie sat forward In his chair, his
Mary Roberts Rinehart
hands folded around his knee, and
looked at it. He was trying to picture
t
Sidney of the photograph in his
incl
icuuvriviii lv M.:Liuia
old mi' trying to una a place Tor tier.
But It was dlllicult. There had heen
few women In his old life. Ills mother
SIDNEY IS MADE THE VIChad died many years before. There
TIM OF FOUL REVENGE
had been women who had cared for
AND
LITTLE JOHNNY
him, but he put them impatiently out
ROSENFELD
NEARLY
of his i j .
A
AT
MURDERDIES
Then the bell rang.
Christine was moving nbotit below,
ER'S HANDS.
lie could hear her quick steps. Almost
before he hud heaved Ills long legs out
of the chair, she was tapping at his
K.
a mysterious
I.eAIiiync,
door outside.
slrniciT, takes a room at tin1
"It's Mrs. Hosenfeld. She says she
I'a ne limnc, presided over by
w n lit s to see
'
you."
Sidney, her mother Anna and
lie went down the stairs. Mrs.
her Amu Harriet, a fashionable
was standing in the lower hall,
Through the
a shawl about her shoulders. Her face
of ir. Max
i.
a
was w hite and drawn above It.
linllhiiii oiimi: suru'eon siuitleii
"I've had word to go to the hospital,"
Willi
linnii, Sidney hee.mies
she said. "I thought maybe you'd go
a
nurse. K. loves her
with me. It seems as If can't stand it
ti'olil
ilNlaliee; so doe-- ' Joe
..
alone.
ih, Johnny, Johnny !"
u
an old
ley.
"Where's I'alinerif" K. demanded of
chum.
Al the hospital Sidney
'Cee, this Is the life!" he said, and
Clirisiinc.
in:ike
the
smlleil Into K.'s watchful face.
nciiiniintnnee of
In
"lie's not
When It was clear that the boy
yet."
I'arlotta kPniisou, who has
"Are you afraid t.) stay lu the house would live, K. rose sillily from the bedlieeli o el- ilit illl.lle with (odor
alone?''
side and went over to Sidney's chair.
Wilson, end v. ho is jealous of
"."o please go."
tie"He's all right now," he said "as
r le" nl new comer.
lie run up Hie staircase to his room all right as he can be, poor lad!"
el, urn. I'hristine J.oivn.,
and Hung on some clothing. In the
"Vou did II you! How strange tluit
IniilTi.-I. .we. II society
'; lie I'
lower hall. Mrs. Kosenfeld's sobs bad you should know such a thing. How
rn i.e. n ml tie
tnl,e rooms with
Ih cdine
low moans. Christine stood am I to thank you?"
tinI'iisi s. Howe is iintriie to
in
his I,; 1.
The internes, talking among themlis i, rni is
helplessly over her.
"I am terribly sorry," she said
n jo
r ling
and Johnselves, had wandered down to (he dinWhen
think whose ing room for early coffee. Wilson was
"terribly sorry
ny I:...- -, nlelil. his clniiiM'eiir. Is
fault all this is !"
III.
All
these
injured.
gling a few last instructions as to thii
Mrs. lioseiil. Id put out a
people HIV lieieJiliofS, SO 111. IV
boy's cure. (Juite unexpectedly, Sidd hand ami caught Christine's lin
is ;i siii'l et' eollinioll interest
ney caught K.'.s hand and held It to
gers.
her lips. The Iron repression of the
Iloelor Wilson
"Never mind that," she said. "You nighl, of mouths indeed, fell away be
.lis.-,M is thill I.eMoJne is II I'jiI
do
it.
I
didn't
and
under
w
Inguess you
fore her simple caress.
miles living
nioiis ii.etnf
stand each other, (inly pray Cod you
e.i.'llil.., ;i In keeps lie secret.
"My dear, my dear," be said huskily.
never have a child."
"Anything I can do for you at any
K. never forgot the scene In the small tinii "
emergency ward to which Johnny had
It was lifter Sidney had crept like a
CHAPTER XIV Continued.
been taken. I'mler the white lights his broken
"Illustrious man, before whom all borrowed greatness sinks into insignificance." Charles James Fox.
12
thing to her room that Carhitta
looked
strangely long. Harrison and K. came face to face,
"I believe it Is." Wilson smiled at her. boyish figure
a group around the bed
was
There
"And yet, you roulinue to tempt me
Johnny was quite conscious by that
was built by Augustine Washington
and expect in.' to yield." Sidney replied. Max Wilson, two or three Internes, the time, a little blue around the lips, hut
ulso. Here buhy George no doubt rode
nurse
on
GOLD
duly, and the Head.
cheerful.
"one of lie most delightful things night
valiantly
on the hack of the plow horses and
Go
Sitting just Inside the door on a
".Mure things can happen to n fellow "It Seems to Me I'd Better Not
about temptation i.s yielding now am)
as
Into
climbed
the
farm
wagons
just
SidBack."
straight chair was Sidney such a
then."
than I ever knew there was!" he said
country buys do today. Iiut in 1739
After all, the situation seemed ab- ney as he never had seen before, her to ids mother, and submitted rather her door and listened In the little upa fire destroyed the house and Augus- Few People Know the Purpose of
surd. Here was her old friend and face colorless, her eyes wide and un- sheepishly to her tears and caresses. per hall. Harriot, her head In u towel, Washington Family Was One of tine moved down to another
pluntutlon
her hands clenched In her lap.
Bands at the Apex of Wash"Vou were always a good boy, John
neighbor ashing to take her out for a seeing,
her face carefully
had
the Earliest to Settle in
of his near Fredericksburg, Vu. This
When he stood beside her, she did not
nf
The
swift rebellion
well gone to bed ; but K.'s light, as usual,
she
said.
"Just
you
daylight fide.
get
ny,"
1'lne
was
Grove.
known
as
place
move or look
ington Monument.
The group around
Colony of Virginia.
youth against authority surged up In the bed had up. to admit
enough to come home. I'll fake care was 'shining over the transom. SidMrs, lio- - of
parted
you the rest of my life. We will get ney tiptoed to the door.
Sidney.
persons who have seen the
sonfel.l. and close j again. Only Sid
Washington's Maxims.
a wheel-chai- r
"K. !"
when you can be
1IK first Washington to land In
"Very well ; I'll go."
Washington monument, even
and K. relliail.t'ii by the door. Iso you
ney
not
Is
ill
of
the
It
absent,
Speak
Carlottu bad gone by that time
Almost Immediately he opened the
the new world was Col. John
about, and I can take you out in the
those who have lived within
lated, alone.
when 1 collie from work."
door.
gone with linie In her heart and black
Washington, who came from unjust.
sight of It all their lives, have
must
"Von
not
It like that, park
take
In
Is
to
bad
It
better
alone
be
than
"I'll be passenger and you'll be
near Beverly, Kngland, in 1037
"May I come In and talk to you?"
despair. Sic knew very well what the dear. Its sad, of course.
noticed thnt the apex of the monuI!ut, after chauffeur, ma."
company.
He turned, took a quick survey of J his was only about
DO
Issue would be. Sidney would drive all, In that
years
ment Is surrounded with parallel
lit ion "
A
essenIs
character
the
first
good
".Mr. I.e Moyne Is going to get your the room, and held (he door wide. Sid- later than the Jamestown settlement,
with liitii, and he would tell her how
bands. Such Is the fact, however;
It was her first knowledge that he
father sent up again. With sixty-livney oume In and sat down by the lire. This Colonel Washington, who was n tial In man.
lovely she looked w lih the air on her was there. Hut she did not turn.
are
Commerce
nnd Industry
best und moreover, the bands are studded
"I've been thinking things over," she man of great Influence In the infant
face mid the snow about her. The
with golden points. The bands are
"I hey say I poisoned him." Her cents a day and what I make, we'll get
of a nation.
mines
me
not
seems
said.
to
better
"It
I'd
was
Jerky nullum of the little sleigh would voice was
the
of
along,"
Iron a foot wide,
colony,
dreary, Inlleclionless.
of good quality made of
me
Associate
with
hack."
throw them close together. I low well
we
"Vou
go
bet
will!"
General Washington und the first owner If
and the points are spuced a foot from
"Volt what?"
own reputation.
esteem
you
your
had
lie
she knew it all! lie would touch SidI
the
left
door
see
com
if
could
now
open.
"oh.
of the tract
you
carefully
known us Mount
Johnny,
I
gsve him the wrong
hey say
To persevere is one's duty, nnd to one another.
in the door again ami yelling Men are always more conventional Vernon. He brought over with him a
ney's hand daringly and smile In her medicine; that he's
For a moment in each sunny day
I mur ing
that
dying;
be
silent Is the best answer to
I lint was his inetho.l: to
at
than
women.
one
in
'mother'
play
!"
eyes.
and 'supper'
breath
hundred Immigrants and he, with his
of the first week of the new year the
dered him." She shivered.
calumny.
like an aiidiicioiis boy, unTinmeeting between Carlottu and
partner, Nicho!ns Spencer, received
K. touched her hands. They were
I never wish to promise more than golden fillet that binds the brow of
til unite suddenly the cloak dropped
I.e .Moyne was very quiet. She had
from Thomas Lord Culpeper a grant
a moral certainty of perform- the Washington monument Is visible
I
have
do
is
and the danger was there.
What
think
real
the
you
been making a sort of subconscious Im"Tell me about it."
ing.
K.
secret
about
If she could gel Sidney out of tln
LeMoyne? Why
"There is nothing to tell. I came on pression on (lie retina of his mind durLabor to keep nllve In your breast
has he given up his promising
hospital, it would simplify things. She duty at six o'clock and gave the medi- ing all fhe night, it would be dlllicult
that little spark of celestial flro called
on
the
career?
Street
does
What
Carlotta
surmised shrewdly that
to
tell
he
when
knew
her.
actually
When
the
cines.
nurse
came on
night
conscience.
Harrison know about him that
their Interests were wide apart. It was at seven,
When the preparations for moving
was all right. The
is damaging? Some Interesting
here that they met on common ground. medicine everything
to
back
the
been
had
ward
Johnny
big
was
it
tray
just as should be.
Our First President.
medidevelopments will be recorded
Carlotta gave the
Johnny was asleep. I went to say made, the other nurses left the room,
in the next Installment.
Washington Is the purest figure In
cines. Then she sat down at the table
t
fo him and he he was and Carlottu and the boy were tohuman history. W. E. Gladstone.
m ar the door, with the tray In front of
asleep. I didn't give him anything hut gether. K. stopped her on her wuy
Until time shall be no more will a
her. There tire certain thoughts that what was on the fray," she finished to the door.
(TO BIO CONTINUED.)
test of the progress which our race hns
are at fust functions of the brain; plleously. "I looked at the label; I
"Miss Harrison!"
made In wisdom nnd virtue be derived
after a long time tile spinal cord takes
look."
"Yes, Doctor Kdwnrdes."
THE LADY AND THE DISHRAG
from the veneration paid to the
them up and converts them into nets
"I am not Doctor Kdwurdes here;
I'.y a shifting of the group around
name of Washington! Lord
almost auliiniaticiilly. 1'erhaps because the bed, K.'s eyes looked for u moment my name Is Le Moyne."
Does Not Realize to What
Woman
Brougham.
for the last nnuilli she had done the directly into Carlotta's. Just for a mis
"Ah !"
She
Herself
Sinks
Depths
by Using
His mind was great and powerful,
"I have not seen you since you left
thing so oft en in her mind. Its actual
Popular Expression.
without being of the very first order;
St. John's."
performance was tilmost without conhis penetration strong, though not so
scious thought.
"No; I I rested for a few months."
When a woman declares thnt she
ncute as that of a Newton, Bacon or
"I suppose they do not know that
Carlotta look n bottle from her
feels like a dtshrag" she Is dragging
Locke ; and as far as he saw, no judg
medicine cupboard, and, writing a new
you were that you have had any pre- herself down to the lowest level of
ment was ever sounder. Thomas Jef
vious hospital experience."
label for it, pasted it over the old one.
still life. We doubt not from theperferson.
".No. Are you going to tell them?"
Then she exchanged It for one of the
sonal appearance of that handy ar
"I shall not tell them, of course."
same size on the medicine tray.
ticle of domestic utility that If nny
And
mutual
by
AT WASHINGTON'S TOMB
thus,
room
consent,
simple
the
busy
Throughout
dining
life existed at all In said rag It could
it was arranged that each should re not
end competent young women came and
fall lower or feel meaner.
possibly
Where rhododendrons drowse and willows
flect the other's confidence.
ate, hastily or leisurely as their opporHowever, woman should never offer
Carlotta staggered to her room. herself In
weep.
so de
tunity was, and went on their way
with
comparison
ts
There had been a time, just before
And frail
their charms
an object for the simple reaagain. In their hands they held the
graded
dawn, when she hud hud one of those son thnt mankind
Washington Monument
reveal;
keys, not always of life and death perthe
spurns
dishrag
swift revelations that sometimes come most
from pain, of tendermoss and foliage, making mute to human
haps, but of
Through
as
and
woiuan
vehemently,
eyes. Then, the angle of Inat the end of a long night. She had exists
ness, of month pillows, and cups of
appeal;
cidence of the sun's rays is such that
solely for man she should not
seen
ns
was.
herself
she
The
was
hoy
water to thirsty lips. In their eyes,
Where sapphire waters, purling.'coil and they are reflected downward to the
seek to lower herself In his esteem.
very low, hardly breathing. Her past When a
us in Sidney's, burned the light of servwindows of the buildings north and
rag takes up Its duties In the
creep,
stretched
a
before
series
of
small
her,
ice. The supper room was tilled with
Tomb of Washington's Father.
dlshpan It has reached the tug end
And evermore a murmurous vigil keep; west of the monument, and the cool,
revenges and passionate outbursts, of abandoned
their soft voices, the rustle of their
climax
perhope, the
Where elegies through leafy arches steal. gray surface Is seen to be marked with
swift yleldlngs, slow remorse.
She
skirls, the gleam of their stiff white
haps of a merry life. A dishrag might of 5,000 acres of land situated on the Chanted by birds the lordly oaks conceal; 11 shining lines of gold.
dared not look ahead. She would have have
been a lovely lady's hose In Its Potomac between Epsewasson and A
caps.
Theoretically, a similar effect could
king, uncrowned, is throned in dream
given every hope she had In the world.
When Carb.tta came in, she greeted
palmy days, adorned by a silken gar-to- r Little Hunting creek.
be obtained from some point of obless sleep.
Just then, for Sidney's stainless past.
Col.
John
left
none of them. They did not like her.
2,500
and
Washington
surrounded by costly lingerie.
servation at each moment when the
She hated herself with that
Hut
is not of Its past that I speak. acres of this tract that part Including
mid she knew it.
sun's rays are Intercepted by the slopcomes with complete It is itof
that
loathing
Mount
Vernon
to
Lawhis
son
eldest
r
its present social standing. Its
l'.efore her, instead of the tidy snp-ieing top of the monument, but only an
rence.
table, she was seeing the medicine
could attain the necessary
And she cnrrled to her room the vulgar environment aud Its utteM The son of this Lawrence
airship
Washing'TIs true that you
tray as she had left it.
vantage
point
knowledge that the night's struggle may feel
ton
was
the
father of Gen.
Augustine,
fatigued to a limp and loppy
"I guess I've fixed her," she said to
To protect the monument from light
had been in vain that, although John
but never can you feel so George Washington. Augustine took
herself.
ning the men of science agreed on a
ny Hosenfeld would live, she had degree, wretched and
his
bride, Mary Bull, to his home at
utterly
redempbeyond
Her very soul was sick with feur of
number of Iron bands, heavily galvangained nothing hy what he hud suf tion as a
dishrag. ZIm, In Cartoous Wakefield, in Westmorelund. His siswhat she had done.
ized and gold plated to prevent rustfered. The whole night had shown
ter, Mildred, Inherited the Mount VerMagazine.
her the hodessness of nny stratagem
ing. The bands are connected with
non property, but on the death of her
CHAPTER XV.
to win Wilson from his new allegiance.
the aluminum point of the monument
husband,
she
sold
It
hoger
Gregory,
The
Versatile
Manchurian
Farmer.
and the framework of the elevator, and
She hud surprised him In the hallway,
In the early full in Manchuria, the to her brother Augustine. And it was
At something after two o'clock that
at the base Iron cables lead the elecwatching Sidney's sl?nder figure as she
to
same
tills
the
that
were
place
family
natives
a
ort of magic change
undergo
made her way ti,.stairs to her room.
night, K. put down his pipe and listricity Into a deep well, where it harmin
removed
when
1734,
was
a
George
from
to
somefarmer bandit It seems
tened. He hail not been able to sleep
Never, In all his past overtures to her,
lessly expends Its force. The protecof
but
two
baby
of
Here
years
age.
I
of
a psychological somersau- ltGave Him the Wrong had she seen that look In his eyes.
thing
since midnight. In his dressing gown "They Say
tion has proved to be perfect Youth's
be
about
toddled,
in
his
third
and
one
a
Medicine."
day plodding farmer, the next a
he had sat by the small fire, thinking.
Companion.
fourth years.
highwayman. After the tall kaobang,
The content of his first few mouths on ment'; then the crowd closed up again,
CHAPTER XVI.
now
Is
It
believed
that
Augustine,
or giant millet. Is cut, and escape Is
the Street was rapidly giving nay; to it .was Well for Carlottn thnt It did.
Well to Heed His Counsel.
George;s father, built the first home at
unrest. He who had meant to cut
To Harriet Kennedy, Sidney'ssentence not so. easy over the bare plains, an Mount Vernon on what is the
She looked: ns If she bad .seen a ghost
Such qualities as Washington possite
of
of
hands
other
the
a
and
lo,
clap
off from life found himself ngirin closed hrr eyes, even reeled'.- came
nf thirty days' suspension
as a
the present mansion. Its beautiful sit
sessed do not as a rule shine In men
In close touch with It; his eddy was
"Miss Harrison is worn out,"' Doctor blow. K. broke the news to her that peaceful farmer once morel It Is not uation would naturally-lend- .
who lead In revolutionary epochs. PerItself to.
who'
the
farmer
excitthis
only
plays
with
It
deep
"Get some evening before the time for Sidney's
Wilson said brusquely.
the location of a home. About two
haps some of the credit must go to
ing game; many another staid memns a new elemenL He' one to take her place."
And there
arrival.
miles from the mansion house of tothe American people for trusting, honber
of
the
has
his
little
community
lie
The little household was sharing In
had thought, at first, that could fight
But Carlotta rallied. After all, the
is the site of an old mill, known
oring and following so moderate, wise,
fling. Some even combine their roles. day
down this love for Sidney. But It was presence of this man In this room at Harriets prosperity.
Katie had
to have been built by this same Augusand, in a sense, unrevolutionary a
to
the
differentiating
according
Increasingly hard. The innocent touch such a time meant nothing. He was helper now, a little Austrian girl
tine Washington. That mill was on
He passed from the head of
leader.
With
the
oriental's
for
disregard
named Mind. And Harriet had estabof her hand on his arm, the moment Sidney's friend, that was alL
the banks of the Epsewasson creek.
armies to the head of Its
the
country's
man
Is
a
often
a
conditions,
bandit, The
when he had held her in his arms after
But her nerve was shaken. The thing lished on the street the Innovation of
and as president did
walls, which were laid In limegovernment
merchant
and
all
once.
at
r
magistrate
coffee. It was over the
her mother's death, the thousand small had gone beyond her. She had not
stone, began to crumble back In the
much to create and permanently esAlice Tlsdale, In the Atlantic.
coffee that K. made his
contacts of her returns to the Uttla meant to kill. It was the boy's weak- after-dinnsixties and the farmers In the vicinity
tablish the nation of which we are citiOh, "thou, the foremost of thy country's
bouse all these set his blood on fire. ened condition that was turning her announcement.
hauled away some of the stone.
zens. And today we know that ws
"Blue Laws."
brave.
"What do yon mean by saying she Is
,And it was fighting blood.
revenge into tragedy.
This mill was In actual use for 50
shall not go far wrong If we heed the
Bine laws Is a term that was applied
in
this
"I am all right," she pleaded across coming home for thirty days? Is the
Under his guiet exterior K. fought
Resting
serenely
spot;
garden
General Washington, and so
counsel that he bequeathed to his
to certain early statutes of a puritan years by was
many conflicts those winter days over the bed to the Bead. "Let me stay, child
the quality of the floor Who to .the nation glorious service gave; countrymen In his farewell address.
In Connecticut. The superior
nature
ical
Is
not
she
"Not
ward.
from
passed
am
I
In
He's
I
at
ill,
although
and
his
office.
the
desk
my
quite
Whose
tils
ledger
please.
he (round that It was admitted to Engsplendid deeds shall never be More than 100 years after his death
welL There was a mistake about the name Is now frequently applied to re- lish markets without
room alone, with Harriet planning fresh responsible."
forgot;
Washington's memory Is held In revInspection.
statutes
that
waa
strictive
and
she
his
end.
was
wits'
He
that's
at
Wilson
prevent
even
Sunday
blamed;
the
medicine,
partition,
by
triumphs beyond
The hue trick barn covered with We view with rivers nee, thy quiet grave. erent affection by all who lor oractivitsbe
knew
without
dona
all."
had
with
Christine
Just
everything
.
tristicj'' i
.
dered liberty.
Iry mis sew at Mount Vernoa today And kiss, with tears, the pure forgeUne-oo- t
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TRAINING TODAY'S
AND GIRLS

BOYS

Every Child Should Be Encouraged to Pursue a Hobby.
GIVE

HIM

ACTIVE

INTEREST

Something Involving Application and
Effort and Sacrifice Is Better Than
One Calling for Hi Entertainment and Amusement.
By SIDONIE M. GRUENBERG.
litis completed his
WHEN aofperson
the world's work It Is considered proper for him to "retire." And
In accordance with this tradition old

Mr. Stewurt withdrew from uetive participation In his business when he knew
thut he hud enough money and when
his family thought that he "needed u
re&t." After a few weeks of "resting"
the old gentleman became very uneasy
and unhappy. He wanted to visit the
office, but this wus strictly forbidden,
and as he could not think of anything
else to do he moped around, extending
his own misery to those ubout him.
Cases of this kind are common enough,
and In a lurge proportion of thein the
man does return to his old affairs, there
to remain to the end. liut in other
cases there is too much opposition from
those who look upon work as a hardship, and the old man withers away.
Many a business man before reaching this stage Is merely tired. But why
should the business man be more tired
than other people? lie does. not work
any harder than the professional man
or the 'artisan. And the others probably are doing their share of the worrying. It Is very likely that the person
who Is always represented to us In the
comic papers and In the theater as being In need of entertainment that calls
for no exertion whatever on his part
Is tired because he does not do enough.
That is to say he does not do enough
different kinds of things. The tired
business man suffers from all the evil
consequences of early specialization.
We may be sorry for him, but It is difficult to remedy his condition. What
we can do Is to prevent our children
from acquiring this same malady.
We may find the preventive in the
lives of men and women who never
grow old. The essential difference be
tween one of these people or a healthy
child and a "tired business man" lies
In the wide range of problems and activities that can Interest the former as
against the narrow Interests and sympathies of the latter. It should be part
of our aim in the training of children
to keep open for them all the lines of
communication with Ideas and feelings
that may come to thein.
This Is not a passive affair. Ideas
and feelings do not come to us because
we sit still. The child must learn to
go forth and meet the new experience
a little more than half way. We must
cultivate the attitude which seeks satisfaction In doing, In overcoming difficulties, in solving problems. We must
discourage contentment with passive
comfort, always receiving and never
giving, with "letting well enough
alone." This means retaining the versatility and the aggressiveness of
youth as long as possible.
In practice we shall be annoyed frequently by the Intensity with which
the girl or boy will pursue a hobby.
We realize only too well the folly of
setting the heart too firmly upon this
or thut. 15ut the child In these things
often Is wiser than his elders. For
whatever is worth doing at nil is worth

6

Will Not Be Likely to Fall Into Old Mr.
Stewart's Plight
doing with all the energy and enthusiasm that can be mustered. Nor must
we determine for the child what Is
worth doing. We have learned the folly of air rifles or of reading all the
writings of a favorite author, not by
suffering any Injury from these Interests, but by finding things that were
better worth while. And the children
need not take our preference for etchings or first editions as Indicating absolute values. At every stage the child
should be encouraged to pursue his
hobby as Intensively as time and chance
permit. Some hobbles will last but a
short time; others may last Into the
But in any case these
riper years.

HE

HOW

SOLD

INSURANCE

Manager Went About the Business In
a Different Way Than the
Solicitor Did.
out to call In

The first day I started
Inevery place of business and try to
terest people In life insurance. No
one seemed to want It I found that
roost folks were too busy to listen to
my tables or even my arguments.
Finally, I finished canvassing the merchants on one side of the main street;
that Is, I thought I had finished, and
kept right on out into the residential
section, stopping to talk to few people cutting grass In their front yards.
Mo one showed particular Interest;
some wouldn't even talk to me. At
last I saw fellow painting a bouse.
I Jumped over the fence and was
mazed when hs came down off the
ladder to talk to me. I reckon bis
arm must nave been Urel and be was
glad for an excuse to rest But at
any rate, I succeeded in interesting
him, and I telephoned to my manager to come out and help dose the'
prospect-

represent Interests that curry wltn
them motives for application and effort
and sacrifice, and they carry with them
stimulation and recreutlon thut are nowhere else to be found.
The selection of a hobby, like the selection of an occupation or a spouse,
must always be left to the person most
concerned. You may give your children a certain bias, however, that will
have a value proportioned to your Judgment and Insight. As It is legitimate
to have a prejudice against your son
becoming a bartender or your daughter
marrying a gambler, so you may tolerate certain types of hobbles and discourage others. But these Influences
should not rest on our own tastes;
there are more fundumentul considerations. Thus you und I ore fond of going to the theater, hut It Is better for
Louise to cultivate amuteur theatricals
thun a fusclnution for a popular actress. It Is better for Harold to play
baseball until sunset than for him to
become a basehull fan. Again, It Is for
the child to determine whether he will
make a study of medieval armor or of
orchids, whether she will conduct propaganda for the protection of the native birds or for clean streets.
Parents should realize the advantage
of a hobby that calls for some kind of
activity over one that Involves being
entertained or amused. In the same
way a hobby that means doing something Is more valuable than a collecting hobby, which means having something, although this IS better than no
hobby at all.
On the physiological side, entertaining a wide range of Interests means
keeping a large part of the bruin surface In action. Or specialization of interests In the narrowing sense means
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KITCHEN
u CABINET

Since trifles form the iura of human
thlriKS,

And
Oh

I

half our misery from trifles
springs,
let the ungentle spirit lesrn from

thence
A small unklndness

Is

a (treat offense.

Hannah More.

SOUPS WITHOUT MEAT.

PREPARATION OF CHICKEN THAT
WILL BE APPRECIATED.
Nothing Better for Snail Family, If
It Is Not Too Expensive Royal
8callop Another, Dish That Is
First Claia.

water to bake in the oven 25 minutes.
Remove from the molds and serve
chicken (cut up),
One medium-sizwith a cream sauce or a tomato sauce. one
f
tablespoonful lard,
Cooked chestnuts served In a rich
of butter. Put the lurd Into
lemon sirup are delicious served with a
baking pun, set on top of stove until
Ice cream.
melted; udd butter, nnd melt, but do
not brown. Roll euch piece of chicken
CHOICE RECIPE3.
In Hour, put It Into the pan with the
cover with water
Carrots are such a wholesome vege- hot lard and butter,
cook In the oven for about tin hour,
and
more
table thut they should be found
chicken over
often and In greater va- carefully turning the
when browned on one side. If the
riety upon our tables.
gravy Is not thick enough, a little (lour
Carrots.
be added. A little cream Is ulso
Wash and scrape three may
Improvement. With this I serve
carrots anil cut In quar- uu
Six potatoes, one
Parboil stuffed potatoes.
ters In slices.
hot milk
for ten minutes, drain tablespoonful melted butted,
to moisten, salt and pepper. Select
ami put Into saucepan
cut In
of a cup lurge potutoes, bake until soft,
with
Inside
ful each of sugar and butter and u halves lengthwise. Remove the
without breaking the skin, mash it
tablespoonful of chopped mint leaves.
and
Cook slowly until glazed and perfectly well, season with salt, pepper
bent
tender. Serve hot, and as n border melted butter, udd hot milk and Into
until light. Heap this mixture
surrounding n mound of green peas.
the skins, brush tops with melted butRice Omelet. One cupful of cold, ter and brown In the oven.
Perhaps
boiled rice, one cupful of warm milk, you do not wunt such un expensive
one tablespoonful of melted butter, one.
one teaspoonful of salt,
of
Here Is another; but It is bard to get
a teaspoonful of pepper, three well the whole tomatoes tills time of
year.
beaten eggs. Melt one tablespoonful I have used canned. Select ripe tomaof butter In n hot frying pun nnd pour toes of uniform size. Remove the core
In the mixture. Bake In n hot oven ; nnd
part of the Inside, nnd Into each
fold over once and serve on a hot
drop a raw egg, with a little suit and
platter.
pepper. Cover the opening with breadAlberta Apples. Pare and core nine crumbs and bake until the tomatoes
medium-sized- ,
firm npples. Prepare a are done.
sirup by cooking two cupfuls of wnter
Royal Scallop. Three hard boiled
with two cupfuls of sugar, adding four eggs, one cupful salmon, two cupfuls
whole cloves. Cook the npples In the crumbs, two cupfuls white sauce. Mash
sirup until they begin to soften, then the eggs fine with u fork, butter u bakremove to a pudding dish. The sirup ing dish nnd arrange In layers, crumbs,
that remains will be (hick apple jelly fish, eggs und sauce, salt, pepper and
when cool. Into it cut n few stewed butter (two and
tublespoonprunes nnd chopped pectin meats. Fill fuls to the whole mixture). Repeat unthe centers of the apples with the til all the food material Is used, finfruit mixture and top each with a ishing with a layer of crumbs on top.
spoonful of whipped cream and hnlf Rake until brown. Hope you will try
a peenn meat. The filling muy be va- one of these. I have some salads I
ried with other fruits.
use for luncheon that are very nice.
Nougatine Cake. Make a fine light Itoston Globe.
butter cake and bnke In n squure shals
low tin, having It nbout
Chafing Dish Recipes.
of an Ifich thick when done. Cut this
Cheese Fnudu. Two cupfuls gruted
Into squares and cover with a soft cheese, one tablespoonful butter, cupboiled frosting filled with minced nnd ful of milk, one cupful bread crumbs,
Put the
browned almonds ground fine. Cho- two eggs, n little cayenne.
colate may be used In the frosting If butter Into the chafing dish; when
melted add the milk, crumbs, cheese
desired.
Banana Tapioca. Souk three table- and cayenne; stir constantly. Add
spoonfuls of tapioca over night. In Just before serving the eggs beaten
the morning add sufficient cold milk, light.
Creamed Lobster. One tablespoona little salt and sugar to taste. Boll
until the tapioca Is clear, then stir In ful butter, one tablespoonful flour, one
the
yolks of two eggs; cupful of milk, one small cupcook for a moment nnd remove from ful crenm, two pounds lobster,
of salt, cayenne pepper. Melt
the fire.
Whip the whites of the
eggs very stiff; fold these into the the butter In the chafing dish nnd
pudding, and when cool pour over then stir In the flour gradually, add
the milk and cream; when all Is
sliced bununus.
smooth add the lobster cut Into small
Blessed Is he who has found his work,
pieces, then add the salt and cayLet him ask no other blessedness,
enne. Stir until very hot, add the
He haB a work, a life purpose:
lemon Juice und serve lit once on
He has found It and will foster It.
toust.
-- T. Carlyle.
e

one-hul-

at the beginning
of the meal stimulates the stomach
and prepares It for
the heavier food
which Is to follow.
Clear stimulating
beef soups ure for
this reason
the
usual dinner soup.
When a soup Is to
be followed by a
light course the
cream soups are the best, as they
more nourishment und nre especially good for aged people or smull
children.
Cream of Potato Soup. This Is a
good substantial standby which is
welcome. Tare three good sized
potutoes, cover with boiling water und
boil five minutes, then drain and add
fresh boiling water, a slice of onion, a
half cupful of celery, finely cut ; a bay
leaf ond three dashes of cayenne pepper ; cover und cook until the potutoes
are tender, then press the whole
through a colander. Put one quart of
milk Into a double boiler, add two
of butter and two of flour,
cooked together until well blended,
cook In the milk until smooth und
creamy, then add the potato ; cook fur
five minutes, then strain through a fine
sieve, reheat and serve. Sweet potato, huhbard squash, or pumpkin may
be used In place of potato In this soup.
Bisque of Turnip. Brown two
of onion In a tablespoonful
of butter, then add a smull carrot,
chopped fine, and two cupfuls of gruted
turnip or rutabaga, cover the saucepan and cook slowly on the back of the
stove for 20 minutes. Put a quart of
milk Into a double boiler, add two
of flour, mixed with a
little cold milk, und cook five minutes ;
add the turnip, a teaspoonful of
kitchen bouquet, a dash of tubasco and
a level teaspoonful of salt; cook ten
minutes; add two tablespoonfuls of
butter, strain through a fine sieve nnd
serve with squares of buttered toast.
Mock Oyster Soup. Cook 12 roots
of salsify, after scraping and slicing;
when tender add a half cupful of codfish, a quart of milk, salt, pepper to
taste, and Just before serving add two
tablespoonfuls of butter. Serve with
oyster crackers.
Vegetable. Soup. Wash and scrape
f
cupful of celery In slices, add
f
cupful of carrot cubes, two
d
onions, thinly sliced, and
Cook
ten
of a cupful of butter.
s
minutes, stirring constantly; add
of a cupful of stale bread
crumbs, four cupfuls of boiling water.
Cook until the vegetables are tender;
THINGS FOR LITTLE PEOPLE.
add two cupfuls of hot milk and two
tablespoonfuls of finely chopped purs-ley- .
Gruted carrots seasoned with salt nnc
Seuson with salt and pepper.
crenm, covered with buttered erumhf
and baked In tin
May we have the wit to discover
oven until the carwhat Is true and the fortitude to pracrots
nre well
tice what Is good.
cooked.
This dish
m
OPENING CHESTNUT BUR.
X w iIl,l.v ,w served in
&vss
A light soup taken

LUNCH

FOR

GOOD

tuble-spoonf-

Mint-Glaze- d

one-thir- d

con-tni- n

one-ha-

three-quarter-

The Child Must

Go

Forth to Learn.

allowing n large part of the brain to
remain unused, und thus a possible
source of ill health.
Boys and girls who are encouraged
to look upon us legitimate all appeals
to curiosity, to Inventiveness, to the
Impulse to do and to make, will not be
likely to fall into old Mr. Stewart's
plight when they ore some duy kindly
relieved of their regular occupations,

well-beate- n

one-hal-

South African Asbestos.
Asbestos has been worked in South
Africa for 20 years, and, according to
the annual reports of the government
engineers, there are In the three districts of Kuruman, Hay and 1'relska,
what some claim to be by fur the larg
est asbestos bearing areas In the world.
Looking alike at the properties already
worked profitably by underground
piethods, those on which surface work
has shown that the seams nre likely
to continue payable underground and
those on which further supplies nre
still available by cheap surface niln
lng, there Is a supply of asbestos assured that Is more than adequate to
meet any expansion of the market thut
The chestnut with Its own delicacy
can reasonably be anticipated for many of flower is a great favorite every
where it may be obtainyears to come. In the meantime, fresh
discoveries and developments muy be
ed, and countless are
relied upon to Insure continuity of sup
the ways In which It
Indefinite
a
period.
ply for further
may appear to give fresh
delight to the palate.
Cream of Chestnut
Saving the Husband.
man
a
Mr. Norton was
very patient
Soup. Remove the outNorton
one.
Mrs.
and a
er shell from the nut
and cover with boiling
provided a continuous flow of converFinalsation and was known as a nag.
water; as the water cools slip off the
ly, the nerves of the poor man gave brown skin from the nuts. Cook a
way and the physician was called, lie quart of the blanched meats In suffmust have complete rest and undis- icient water to cover until quite tenturbed sleep," said the doctor, as he der; add, while cooking, one small
I onion, three stalks of celery, a small
looked thoughtfully at the woman.
will send up some sleeping, powders, blade of mace and a bay leaf. When
which must be used exuetly as written the nuts are tender mash them
on the box. Will you promise to do through a puree sieve; return to the
this, madam, or must I order him to fire, add two quarts of white stock, a
"Indeed, I promise, teaspoonful of salt half a teaspoon
the hospital?"
cried Mrs. Norton, cheerfully. "I will of paprika and a pint of hot milk.
give them Just as you direct, doctor.' When the soup bolls, draw It back on
When the box came from the drug- the stove and add two beaten egg
gist's the label read: "Sleeping pow yolks, mixed with a half cupful of
sweet cream. Have ready In the tuders to be taken night and morning
reen a tablespoonful of finely minced
by Mrs. Norton."
chervil; pour in the hot soup and
serve at once.
"Sisterly" Kiss.
Chestnuts are excellent simply cook"No," said she, "I I can only be a
sister to you.
ed until tender and served in a rich
'Very well," said he. "I must be go white sauce, or mashed with butter,
ing. I had expected a different an- - salt and pepper and served as a vegeI" table
swer from you, but well, good-nigthey are especially appetizing.
"George," she faltered, as he startBrussels sprouts and chestnuts are
ed out Into the night "George!"
a favored combination. Cook the
"What Is It?" he asked, very crossly. sprouts until tender, add the nuts,
"Aren't you going to kiss your sister roasted until tender, and serve In a
He did not go then.
thick cream sauce. Sprouts and
chestnuts served with French dressWe went to the painter's house that ing makes a nice salad to serve with
night I was eager for qylck action, game.
Chestnuts with lentils as a vegetable
but the manager seemed quite lackadaisical. Instead of talking Insurance or as a soup Is another good combination.
right away he picked up a
Chestnut croquettes are a delicacy
youngster toddling about the floor and
began trotting him on his knee, at the not largely enjoyed. Serve with lemsame time assuring the mother that on quarters and parsley.
the child's eyes were exactly the same
Chestnut Entree. Mash a pound of
shade as those of a nephew of his out roasted chestnuts to a paste ; add half
In Des Moines.
After the boy had a cupful of thick, sweet cream, a teagone to sleep In bis arms, the mana- spoonful of chopped parsley, and two
ger began talking Insurance, and I
eggs; pour Into buttered
was amazed at the ease with which he tlmbale cups and set In a pan of hot
signed up the painter. I bad expected to get some selling arguments from
CONDENSATIONS
bis talk and was disappointed in not
doing so. It struck me that probably
I had "sold" the painter that aftertrade employs
England's paper-bo-x
noon. As I look back tonight I dont 80,000 workers.
understand how I could have been so
New Zealand has 333,233 acres of
blind. American Magazine.
wheat
Columbus, O, is to build a convention hall.
Needed Invention.
A wall tie that grips a dozen bricks
A Chicago professor advocates the)
ose of typewriters by public school instead of two, as customary, has been
children, but be must have overlooked Invented by a Scotch builder.
Mrs. Lena Rood of Seattle, with a
the fact that as yet no one has Inventfortune of $25100,000, is the richest
ed one with a correct grammar
person In the Pacific jforthweit
one-hal-
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good-night-
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Is pleas-Mrlng to a child.

Kannnns
ar
much more wholesome when baked than served uncooked. Peel them, dip In lemon Juice
to cover well, roll In crumbs ond bnkt
with bits of butter on euch banana.
They may be cut in halves lengthwise;
sugar, butter nnd lemon Juice added
and baked, basting often with the
liquid In the pan. About twenty minutes Is sufficient time to make them
well. They mny be served us a gnrnlsh
to broil steak or simply with whipped
cream as n dessert.
Custards, Soft custard made by
using two eggs, a pint of milk and
four tublespoonfuls of sugnr, with a
pinch of salt, and a light grutlng of
nutmeg. If placed In smull custiird
cups, set in wnter, they will bake
quickly and well.
Glazed Sweet Potatoes. Wash some
sweet potutoes and boll 15 minutes
in salted water, then remove the skins,
cut In halves lengthwise nnd place In
a buttered pan. Make a sirup of half
a cupful of sugar and three tablespoonfuls of water, boiled three minutes, add one tablespoonful of butter
and brush the potutoes well with sirup,
basting with the remaining sirup while
they are browning. Keep the sirup
on top of the potatoes.
There Is no more wholesome dish
for growing children than baked npples. They may be varied by stuffing
them with raisins, marshmallows or
cinnamon and sugar and lemon Juice,
basting the apples while baking with
the sirup. Serve either hot or cold
with top milk or cream.
Oatmeal should be cooked at least
three hours before It Is good food for
young or old. Serve oatmeal with ton

cold-me-

the

accompanying

photograph.

It

looks like a plaited skirt of silk Jersey, with a plain coat suggestive of
a sweater, but Its looks aro misleading. It is a one-piec- e
garment, and It
might be mnde In serge, gaberdine, or
I.Ike so
any pliable woolen goods.
many others, It bears the Imprint of
sports styles In the straight lines of
the body, In the long girdle which Is
wrapped easily about the waist, und In

the patch pockets.
This Is one of those designs which
ore adapted to almost any color. It has
a number of novel finishing touches
that give It n distinction which will
mutch up with the pecullur shinies of
green and the beautiful blues that
have captivated everybody. Hut whatever color Is chosen must be used
throughout. The ties at the throat,
of brocaded ribbons, furnish nil the
contrast needed.
It Is noticeable that the sleeves nre
of the same material us the dress nnd

surely turn round to look it over nnd
thf cleverness of Its designer.
Heeauso of Its pockets and buttons
and Its odd belt, "Spring. 1017," Is
written boldly on the (suit pictured.
And because of her suit und hat and
her swagger stick the judgment of
their weurer Is above question; she
knows smart style und c looses It for
her own.
It does not take long to tell the
story of the pretty suit, since Its skirt
Is plain and nil Its points of Interest
centered In the coat, which Is short.
Although women ure reluctant nbout
giving up short skirts, this model
reaches un Inch or so below the shoe
top, nnd shows the Insistence of designers In their attempt to bring longer skirts into favor. This skirt model
The coat hangs straight ut the front,
and would ut the buck If It were not
held In u little by the belt. There Is
an odd management of this feature.
The belt of the material slips through
slashes In euch side of the front of
the coat and buttons In the buck. The
to wonder nt

Pineapple Custard Pie.
Won't someone please try my pineapple custard pie? It Is delicious. I
used the pineapple that I canned.
Shred thoroughly ripe pineapples until
you have two cupfuls; add one cupful granulated sugar und the yolks of
four eggs, well beaten. Stir In n pint
not
of milk which has been senlded
boiled und which has been allowed to
cool ; then udd the whites of eggs
beaten stiff nnd stir nil thoroughly.
Put the pastry on tin plates nnd bake
until the crusts nre rich and brown.
ISoston Globe.
A Tempting Club Side Dish.
Take the skin, juice and seeds from
nice, fresh tomatoes, chop what remains with celery and ndd this dresseggs
ing: Yolks of two
rubbed fine nnd smooth, one teaspoonful of English mustard, one of salt,
the yolks of two raw eggs beaten Into
of fine
the other, dessertspoonful
sugar. Add very fresh sweet oil, pour
In by very small quantities nnd bent
until quite thick, then ndd vinegar
If not hot
till as thin as desired.
enough with musturd add a little cayenne pepper.
hnrd-holle-

Chestnut Balls.
Mix one cupful of

one-hal-

$12,-00-

PROMENADE DRESS.

ONE-PIEC-

Leftovers.
This Is the way I use tip cold roust
meat or bits of steak : Cut up In small
pieces, put on In kettle with cold. wnter and an onion. Cook until tender,
then thicken quite thick with Hour.
Seuson to taste, put In small round
pan, but quite deep, let get cold, then,
about nn hour before supper, boll
enough potatoes to cover quite thick.
Mash them with milk nnd butter. Cover meat nnd hnke until meat Is thoroughly heated, usually n half hour. If
any is left I warm up for breakfast by
mixing In the spider, but there Is seldom any left. I like this way better
than grinding meat fine and then covering with potatoes and gravy, and Just
a small amount of incut will amply do
for two.

hot boiled and
mashed chestnuts with the beaten
milk.
f
snltsponn-fu- l
yolks of two eggs,
Egg Lemonade. Beat one egg, stir
of snlt, one taWespoonful of sugar,
In two tablesDoonfuls of lemon In loo two tnblespoonfuls of heavy cream,
and beat again. Add two tablespoon- one teaspoonful of vanilla; cool, fold
fuls of sugar, mix well, add one cupful In the stiffly beaten whites, shape In
of water and serve cold.
small balls, roll in crumbs, dip In beaten eggs, roll again in crumbs, let
stand one or more hours and fry In
deep fat
0
Philadelphia pays Its mayor
a year salary.
Factories yearly pay out $140,943,000
in wages in California.
The Breslau (Germany) Consumers'
union closed Its fiftieth year In November. The year was profitable.
Pressing a lever projects a slide
down the tines of a new
fork
to remove Its contents neatly.
Gear wheels to be connected to the
front wheels of an automobile have
been invented to make a car lift Its
own top whenever the driver desires.

NOVEL

One of the developments of the one-piedress, which makes of It a good
model for the promenade, Is shown In

"SPRING, 1917," PROCLAIMS THIS SUIT.
that a deep cuff Is set Into the band pockets are large and lined with a
that finishes them. Those who re- contrasting color. They ure slashed
and turned back, the points fastened
gret the dlsappeurnnce of the crepe down with buttons.
The cuffs are finof
made
cuffs
sleeves may have these
ished in the same way; their lining Is
becomcrepe, which is so soft und so
the same us thut In the coat.
The pockets are
ing to the hands.
Ituttons covered with the material
rows of buttons, of the suit fnsten the coat down the
put on with close-se- t
covered with the same material as the front and are used In decorative rows)
Smaller buttons, mnde the on each side.
dress.
A little needlework
same way, fasten the bodice above the must, of course, appear on every
waistline. All the lines are long and
garment for spring, and It
straight In this model ; even the collar Is seen In the lines thnt are placed be
Is carefully maunged so that they are side the buttons, bringing them into
unbroken.
greater prominence.
The first fugitive fine day that the
In
frozen
the
to
drop
year vouchsafes
north, we are likely to meet this pretty
street
suit We will
substitute for the

Baptist Dip.
Roll light dough very thin ; cut with
small biscuit cutter, or In squares
with a knife. Fry in hot lard until
light brown. Place In colander to remove fat Prepare milk or cream
gravy, as for common toast

Stiffening Gone From Skirts.
About July 1 the French woman discarded her distended petticoats and
took to clinging effects. This does not
mean tight skirts by any means, but
skirts that fall In solt folds with a
clinging rather than a crinoline silhouHandy Sewing Basket
ette. The change has been slow in g
To make a bandy sewing basket
over here, but It was felt by
cover a square or an oblong peacb Thanksgiving and already fashionably
basket or any cardboard box with dressed women who follow Paris closely
cretonne and line with contrasting lin- are wearing the new, graceful skirt
ing cotton; sew in pockets for neces- which reveals while seeming to conceal
sary articles needed for sewing.
lines of the figure. These softly

ie

draping skirts are a bit longer, too
almost to the Instep, but the pretty
buttoned boot Is by no means hidden
and boots are more fascinating affairs
than ever, with their high heels, turned
soles and tops of kid or cloth In Contrasting shades.
New Sweaters.
Keeping up with sweaters is a serious proposition. A new model is made
of two colors, one above and the other
below the waistline. Sometimes a wide
decorative band is sed at the bottoaw!

r
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WiU BuM
The Baptist people of Portals
will put in
sanitaria that will he
up to date in every particular. It
will have six room for patients,
one large ward, one aerating rooss
one diet room and kitchen, one office and one room for the nurse.
The equipment will all be of the
aae.

BERNALILLO
GUADALUPE
JUDGE A. U MORRISON
Jacob Boyle.
WHEN STARS ARE IN THE
SKIES
Conclave.
PASSED AWAY AT RIPE ACE
Yoeaaaa
National
Miss
Elsie
Mr.
and
Vere
QUIET
Wut
Jacobs
Brines in Fin. Cattle
Albuquerque Homestead' of the
OF M, AT PRESCOT, ARIZ.
Doyle of this city were married
Voemen
When stars are in the quiet skies,
American
of
Judse W. C. Mcchem of Socorro
Brotherhood
thirafternoon
Tuesday
February
ouuuay limn bift uy ivaiis. 11c snipwas in the city the first of the week.
Then most I pine for thee;
teenth, in Denver, Colorado. While will invite the national conclave, ped in a bunch of fine cattle with
The many friends of Judge Alex
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then
me
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on
in
meet
Bend
which
will
Detroit
eyes,
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their
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wedding
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meet
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here,
town.
many
north
of
they
of
death
which occured
was in the city several (lays this bear
will be taking a Like his brother, George, he will Association has been organized and
at the home of his son in Prcscott, For thoughts, like waves that glide fully concealed the time and place S. L. Burton, who
week.
course
at
Mayo nanaie oniy .repscerea came, nay t only- remains tor a few more
selected.
by night.
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visit
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Morrison
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came
New
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came down Wednesday to take
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Messrs. Wests and Box, of Little
When coarser souls are wrapped the capitol where she held respon- - church has bought lots adjoining
and their f?milies.
"It is better to be born lucky that)
look in on the legislature.
sible positions in the offices of the property at Third Street and West Creek, brought in the last of their
sleep
rich."
The rcmaii.s have been brought to
meet me then I
Sweet
secretary of state and land commis Lead Avenue, extending its front 1916 corn crop Monday, making Some people go hunting and never
F.A.Jones president of the School this city and the funeral took There is spirit
an hour when holy dreams sioner, resigning from the latter a age 100 feet. The church now has a about 100.000
pounds, which they
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of Mines at Socorro is in the city, place from the Catholic church, of
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